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ABSTRACT
The field of DNA nanotechnology has rapidly evolved over the past three decades, reaching a
point where researchers can conceive of and implement both bioinspired and biomimetic
devices using the programmed self-assembly of DNA molecules. The sophisticated natural
systems that these devices seek to interrogate and to imitate have Angstrom-level
organizational precision, however, and the nanotechnology community faces the challenge of
fine-tuning their design principles to match. A necessity for achieving this level of spatial control
is an understanding of the atomic-level physico-chemical interactions and temporal dynamics
inherent to fundamental structural motifs used for nanodevice design.
The stacked configurational isomers of four-way junctions, the motif on which DNA
nanotechnology was founded, are the focus of this work; initially in isolation and then as part of
larger DNA nano-assemblies. The first study presented here investigates the impact of
sequence on the structure, stability, and flexibility of these junction isomers, along with their
canonical B-form duplex, nicked-duplex and single cross-over topological variants. Using explicit
solvent and counterion molecular dynamics simulations, the base-pair level interactions that
influence experimentally-observed conformational state preferences are interrogated and freeenergy calculations provide a detailed theoretical picture of isomerization thermodynamics.
Next, the synergy of single molecule imaging, computational modelling, and a novel
enzymatic assay is exploited to characterize the three-dimensional structure and catalytic
function of a DNA tweezer-actuated nanoreactor. The analyses presented here show that
rational redesign of the four-way junctions in the device enables the tweezers to be more
completely and uniformly closed, while the sequence-level design strategies explored in this
study provide guidelines for improving the performance of DNA-based structures.
Finally, MD simulations are used to inform finite-element method coarse-grained models
for the ground-state structure determination and equilibrium Brownian Dynamics of large-scale
DNA origamis. Together, this thesis presents a set of guidelines for the rational design of
nanodevices comprising arrays of constrained four-way junctions.
Thesis Supervisor: Mark Bathe
Title: Associate Professor of Biological Engineering
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is three-fold; to present the field of DNA nanotechnology, to define a
computational protocol for the analysis of nucleic acid constructs built using this methodology,
and to define the goals of this thesis. Section 1.1 introduces the immobile junction origins of the
nucleic acid nanotechnology field, reviews some of the key milestones that have been reached
along the way to the current state of the technique and discusses the challenges the nucleic
acid nanotechnology field faces in its mission to meet the Angstrom-level precision of natural
systems. Section 1.2 discusses computational methods for the theoretical analysis of DNA
structures and presents a protocol for running explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations to unpack experimental phenomena. Methods for extracting information from allatom trajectories and for the calculation of thermodynamic properties are also presented.
Finally, the experimental aims of this thesis are stated and an overview of the presented studies
is provided.

1.1

FUNDAMENTALS OF DNA NANOTECHNOLOGY

Nucleic acid nanotechnology has developed into a mature synthetic technique for the design of
hierarchical molecular assemblies (1-7) and these constructs have found application to a
number of contemporary research endeavours, including, but not limited to: biomimicry (8),
macromolecular sensing (9), energy transfer / photonics (10,11), drug delivery (12,13), and
actuated nanoreactor design (14). In this section, a review of the fundamental structural
components, most notably the DNA four-way junction, as well as the design principles of this
synthetic technique are presented. Some of the challenges facing the field as it approaches the
middle of its fourth decade are also discussed.

1.1.1

Origins

In 1982, the field of DNA nanotechnology began with Nadrian Seeman’s design of predictably
immobile DNA four-way junctions, herein abbreviated to 4WJs (1). Due to their biological
significance, 4WJs had already been studied for nearly 20 years by this time (15); but, it was
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this new ability to control their formation (16,17) that sparked the period of intense investigation
into their structure and physico-chemical properties that followed (18), Structurally, these
chemical entities are defined as:
“…branch-points where the double-helical segments intersect with axial discontinuities, such
that strands are exchanged between the different helical sections. Thus the integrity of junctions
is maintained by the covalent continuity of the component strands” – David Lilley in (18)

They can be perfectly base-paired, such that every base is paired with its Watson-Crick
complement, or they can contain mismatches and unpaired bases. In Nature, 4WJs act as
intermediates for both homologous (19) and site-specific recombination events (20); in DNA
nanotechnology, they are a fundamental building block of many nanostructures, providing the
“glue” that holds duplex segments together (2,4,21,22). A more detailed description of the
structural properties of these motifs will be provided in Section 1.1.4, though it is important to
first discuss the systems that they compose and in which these properties become particularly
significant.
1.1.2

Milestones in structural DNA nanotechnology

Several key advances in the manipulation of DNA at the nanometer scale have occurred in the
past three decades, beginning with the first example of a construct with complex connectivity,
the Chen and Seeman cube (23). This was followed by the presentation of the double-crossover
(DX) tile (24), a structural framework that allowed Winfree et al. to later design the first selfassembling, two-dimensional (2D) DNA crystal (25). The first large assembly built using the
single-stranded scaffold technique, later named “DNA origami”, was presented by Shih et al.
where a 1.7 kb single-stranded DNA scaffold was folded into an octahedron (26). In 2006, Paul
Rothemund published a seminal paper wherein he defined the fundamental design procedure
for DNA origami whereby a long single-stranded DNA scaffold is “folded” into a predesigned
shape using short single-stranded “staples” (2). Though the initial origami structures were 2D
objects, the technique was soon extended to the design and synthesis of three-dimensional
(3D) DNA structures (3,27-31) that could exhibit complex curvatures, induced with programmed
over- and under-twisting of the DNA duplexes (4). Woo and Rothemund later showed that
duplex end-stacking interactions at the interfaces of DNA subunits could facilitate programmed
recognition of DNA building blocks (32) and, in that same year, Han et al. revealed hollow 3D
12

origami structures (5). Up until this point, the fundamental motif (aside from the B-form DNA
duplex) for origami design was the antiparallel 4WJ, though parallel crossover (PX) systems had
been extensively studied and applied by the Seeman lab in smaller constructs (33,34). In 2012,
Wei and co-workers demonstrated the efficacy of single-crossover (SX) motifs for low-cost
generation of arbitrary DNA shapes by means of single-stranded tiles (35), a method later
extended to brick-based assembly (36). In 2014, Shi et al. reported a new DNA strategy for the
design of two-dimensional DNA structures, using sub-tile constructs, that consists of a
hierarchical self-assembly process involving sets of three single-stranded DNA molecules with
two levels of sticky ends (37). Finally, this year (2015), Gerling et al. demonstrated that threedimensional DNA shapes can self-assemble without base pairing but rather on the basis of
geometric arrangement or shape-complementarity (38). Arguably, the most taxing step in
conventional DNA nanotechnology is the design phase as the synthetic step, while certainly
requiring careful implementation, simply involves a temperature ramp followed by slow cooling.
Several computational tools have been published that assist with the design of the necessary
sequences to generate DNA nano-assemblies and these are discussed in Section 1.1.3.
1.1.3

Computational design of DNA nanostructures

Paul Rothemund’s design strategy for DNA origami represented the first “algorithm” for largescale nanostructure design, though the first algorithmic procedure in the DNA nanotechnology
field was the junction sequence optimizer of Seeman and Kallenbach that was published in
1983. Soon after Rothemund’s scaffolded origami paper, the program GIDEON was published
by Birac et al. (39) that defined structural connectivity in the form of linked arrays. The program
contains a relaxation algorithm that can rearrange the structure to minimize mechanical, planar,
and torsional strains in a geometric, but non-energy-based, model. Andersen et al. automated
Rothemund’s design rules in the 2008 Perl-based program, SARSE, allowing for the sequences
of scaffold and staple strands to be modified so as to fit a target shape, e.g. their well-known
“dolphin” (40).The first 3D editing tool for complex nanostructures, Tiamat, was presented the
following year (41) and implemented a novel algorithm for sequence design to avoid unwanted
secondary structures in designed sequences; however, no meaningful structural relaxation was
included. Also in 2009, Douglas et al. designed and developed the computer-aided design
software, caDNAno (42), to design lattice-based DNA origamis constrained to either a
honeycomb or square helical lattice.
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The first true mechanical model for the prediction of DNA origami solution structures,
CanDo, was developed in the Bathe lab at MIT (21,43). CanDo models base-pairs as two-node
beam finite elements representing an elastic rod with experimentally determined geometric and
material parameters (44). In the original implementation, double helices were arranged linearly
in space, followed by a loading step where the duplexes were compressed or stretched to
conform to lattice-specific crossover position constraints. The degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the
crossover positions were then clamped and the structure was allowed to relax, thereby
generating the solution structure. In 2014, Pan et al. (22) introduced a lattice-free modelling
approach whereby multiway junctions and topologically closed structures, e.g. ring-like origami
objects, could be described using a novel “alignment element” representing the 4WJs
composing the object. The parameterization of these junction elements was performed using
the all-atom molecular dynamics simulation protocol detailed in this thesis and is described in
Section 4.1.
With this synthetic technique now reaching maturity, researchers are looking to probe, to
manipulate and even to mimic natural systems; goals that come with the requirement of precise
spatial control.
1.1.4

Improving spatial control

The continual desire for improved spatial precision of nanostructures, facilitating Nature-like
accuracy over the systems being manipulated, comes with the requirement of Angstrom-level
control (45-48). To achieve this, an understanding of the atomic physico-chemical interactions
and temporal dynamics inherent to fundamental structural motifs, e.g. duplexes (49), nicked
duplexes (50-52), single-crossover (35) and particularly 4WJs (22,53,54), is essential. As
mentioned earlier, the immobile 4WJ has been the central component of structural DNA
nanotechnology since Seeman’s foundational work in the early 1980’s (1,16) and it continues to
be the motif that holds constructs together. The 3D structure of these DNA junctions in isolation
has been extensively studied experimentally, with a rich literature stretching back several
decades (18,54,55).
The 4WJ can exist in one of three global conformations, including two stacked
antiparallel junction isomers and a cross-shaped open-X conformation. The stacked forms are
only adopted in the presence of polyvalent ions or in a high salt environment (56-58) as without
screening of the phosphate charges concentrated at the junction center, the system will adopt
the open-X form (59) to minimize repulsions. The relative populations of these stacked
14

configurational isomers have been shown to be sensitive to both the Mg2+ concentration (60)
and to the base-pair sequences near the site of strand crossover (56,61-65). The
conformational heterogeneity of the junction has also been shown to be sequence dependent
through NMR analysis of different junction core arrangements (62). While the primary
topological difference between these isomers is a change in the base-pair stacking at the
junction core, the difference in duplex stacking energies (54,66,67) for these changes is
insufficient to solely account for the experimentally obtained isomer ratios. A contribution of
geometric constraints at the junction core to the free-energy has been considered (55) and the
effect of a sequence-dependent electrostatic potential on junction stacking preferences has
been suggested by experiment through selective base charge neutralization (68); however, a
rigorous investigation into the topological and energetic contributions to junction isomerization
bias is still lacking. Furthermore, the impact these contributions have on global junction
dynamics, a potentially significant effect in arrays of interconnected junctions, is not known.
Modern implementations of explicit solvent all-atom MD have proven to be highly for
elucidating the physical interactions responsible for experimental phenomena (69). The
application of these methodologies to the study of nucleic acid structures is no exception and
valuable insights have been gained into B-from structure (70-74), sequence-level interactions
(75-78), duplex free-energy contributions (79-81), large origami relaxation (82), and junction
dynamics (82-86). While several investigations into 4WJ structure and dynamics have been
performed with MD, no dedicated analysis of sequence-level structure and energetics in isolated
asymmetrical and immobile junction isomers has been performed. In the following section, MD
is reviewed, along with several other theoretical methods, for its applicability to the problems
being tackled in this thesis.

1.2

MODELLING APPROACHES TO DNA

The application of theoretical methods to define and to discuss the structure of DNA has been
occurring since the double-helical structure of our genetic material was first discovered (87).
Many different methods have been used over the past six decades to develop our current
detailed understanding of the behaviour of DNA molecules and brief descriptions of several
historically-relevant classes applicable to DNA nanotechnology are provided in this section.
Furthermore, the ability of all-atom simulations to describe observed experimental phenomena
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and their significance to the development of improved continuum and coarse-grained (CG)
representations for the modelling of nano-assemblies are emphasized.
1.2.1

Statistical models

Simple statistical models represent the earliest class of techniques applied to DNA, in fact, Paul
Flory’s foundational work on establishing a framework for polymer chemistry, detailed in his
1953 book Principles of Polymer Chemistry, enabled the immediate use of the freely jointed
chain (FJC) and in turn the more advanced worm-like chain (WLC) (88-90) models for the
analysis of DNA flexibility (91) upon the determination of its structure. The WLC provides a
mathematical description of a thin and inextensible elastic filament where a single parameter,
the persistence length, defines the thermal bendability. It is the small-angle limit of the FJC
model, where the latter has fixed bond lengths and angles, with any remaining DOFs set as
random; the “orientation memory” of the chain is therefore solely determined through
correlations between adjoining segments. Using a parametric description of the chain, given by
the contour position vector 𝒓(𝑠), one can show that the correlation of the tangent vectors
(𝒕(𝑠) = 𝑑𝒓(𝑠)/𝑑𝑠) along the chain decays with a rate set by the persistence length, 𝑙𝑝 (92,93).
The Hamiltonian of the WLC consists of one term, accounting for the only degree freedom in the
system at each point along the chain, namely, the bending fluctuations:

ℋ
κ𝑏 𝐿
𝑑 2 𝒓(𝑠)
=
∫ 𝑑𝒔 (
)
𝑘𝐵 𝑇
2 0
𝑑𝑠 2

2

(1.1)

The bending constant κ𝑏 represents the susceptibility of the chain to bend rather than maintain
a straight configuration and thus encapsulates the persistence length. In fact, in the WLC model
the two are related by the expression, 𝑙𝑝 = κ𝑏 /𝑘𝐵 𝑇. Despite the simplicity of the model, which
ignores the molecular features of a chain, the WLC Hamiltonian provides a surprisingly good
description to this day (94) for relatively long segments of double-stranded DNA where the
mode of flexibility is predominantly contour fluctuations, rather than the dihedral angle rotations
in proteins. In particular, the WLC model provides a highly accurate description of extensions of
single ds-DNA molecules for to forces up to 10 pN (95). Recently, there has been controversy
about the validity of WLC model for describing the bending statistics of the short chains of DNA
on the sub-persistence length scales (44,96-98), with arguments on both sides. These models
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are historically significant and have found recent application to DNA nanostructure analysis
(99,100); however, for the intended analyses of this thesis their neglect of both polymer and
solvent/counterion chemical structure makes them unsuitable.
1.2.2

Thermodynamic Models

Thermodynamic modelling approaches were also taken in the early days of DNA analysis to
develop descriptions of the hybridization of duplex molecules in terms of statistical mechanics
(101), melting theory (102,103), and one-dimensional Ising models (104). The modern
incarnations of these methods have largely focused on predicting the secondary structure and
hybridization of dynamic DNA nanostructures without explicit concern for their three-dimensional
structure, though with impressive accuracy (105-118). At the core of these methods are two
components, a dynamic programming algorithm (119-121), and a parameter database of
enthalpy/entropy thermodynamic values for essential structural motifs including Watson-Crick
base pairs, internal mismatches, terminal mismatches, terminal dangling ends, hairpins, bulges,
internal loops, and multibranched loops (122). Empirical equations can be employed to
modulate these parameters for application to systems at different temperatures under a variety
of salt conditions. The parameter databases for duplex (123-129) and nicked-duplex (66,67,130)
systems have been rigorously derived through a number of experimental methods; however,
crossover-junction motifs, which are examples of pseudoknotted DNA, have yet to be properly
parameterized in this framework and cannot be adequately represented through combinations
of existing parameters (55).

1.2.3

Atomistic models

Slower to develop was the powerful technique of all-atom MD, a method by which investigators
can track the path of every atom in a system under interrogation, with femtosecond temporal
detail. Using descriptions of inter-atomic interactions, in the form of atomic force fields derived
from quantum mechanical calculations (131,132), the MD method enables the explicit prediction
of the physical behavior of a chemical or biological system. The greatest challenge facing MD,
however, is that accurate force fields and sufficient computational power are needed to ensure
that such predictions are meaningful. A synopsis of the development of contemporary MD, its
potential short-falls and its suitability to the problems investigated in this thesis are given in this
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section. A mathematical description of the formulation of modern MD, along with specific
parameter details is provided in Section 1.2.5.
The first MD simulation of a DNA duplex in water with counterions was performed in
1985 by the group of the late Peter Kollman (133), with a then newly-derived force field (134),
and building on the works of Levitt (135) and Tidor et al (136). The following decade saw a
steady increase in simulation time, approaching the nanosecond timescale, albeit using implicit
solvent and hard cut-off electrostatic calculations (137). The demonstration in 1995 that
simulations of DNA using the particle mesh Ewald summation (PME) method, an efficient longrange electrostatic interaction scheme formulated in Fourier space, were significantly more
accurate than truncation schemes (138) presented a difficult decision for the community due to
its high additional computing overhead (139). Thankfully this was also the beginning of the era
of parallel computing and the major simulation codes could be accelerated via the newly
developed message-passing interface (MPI) (140). Results of these significant advances in
implementation were the first multi-nanosecond simulations of DNA in explicit solvent, showing
the A-form to B-form transition (141) and the substantial fluctuation of the B-form structure
(142). These simulations were significant for the field as they showed, along with other works,
that MD could accurately depict X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
determined structures (139). At these timescales, the sensitivities of DNA structure to sequence
(141,143-148), water density (149-151), and ions (152-155) could be elucidated, revealing a
detailed dynamic structure. This period of quantitative MD simulations of DNA, assisted by
improved force fields, also saw the first applications of free-energy methods to DNA structure
(79,156), base pairing (80), stacking (157-163), and DNA elongation (164).
Recently, the focus of the DNA MD community has been on increasing both the size of
simulated systems (82) and their duration (76,165,166). The ABC Consortium (167) has
spearheaded the push to long simulations for the development of a balanced structural
database at the tetranucleotide level, providing detailed insight into sequence effects; both on
the structure and on the dynamic properties of the B-DNA double helix. The modern capacity to
observe long time-scale structural statistics of DNA models, often longer than the
parameterization runs for the “second generation” force fields (168,169), has necessitated the
release of the “third generation” of force fields (170,171). A revision of explicit ion parameters
(172,173), most developed over 20 years ago, has also been required. The primary issue was
that the original parameters were developed to reproduce the ions’ solvation energies; however,
they overestimate the interaction energy of cation–anion and ion–charge interactions. Refined
parameters were determined (174-176), yet artifacts remained for densely packed DNA systems
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that are central to structural nanotechnology. These deficiencies were discovered during
simulations performed to determine the structure, dynamics, ionic atmosphere and
intermolecular forces of a DNA bundle system, previously explored experimentally (177). New
methods were subsequently introduced to the community to improve simulation accuracy
(178,179).
The development of the DNA nanotechnology community has provided large-scale
atomic DNA structures (82) and stimulated an interest in their structural properties and
dynamics (180), an area well suited to MD analysis. While due care is needed to ensure that
MD results are indeed accurately emulating a system of interest, the “computational
microscope” that the method provides can deliver detailed insight into phenomena not easily
decipherable through experimental means alone. While the quality of the results obtained is
dependent on the accuracy of the force fields and interaction potentials used, the current stateof-the-art in this regard has proven itself capable of delivering valuable insights into the physicochemical properties inherent to DNA systems. Furthermore, it is also capable of parameterizing
less detailed modelling approaches to enable equilibrium sampling of large constructs that
would not be possible with current computing hardware. Coarse-grained atomic modelling (CG),
where whole groups of atoms, e.g. the sugar atoms in a DNA nucleotide, are represented by a
single CG particle, has developed in tandem with all-atom MD. The number of atoms
represented by the CG particles varies from a few (181) to many (182), though in all cases the
reduction in the number of DOFs within the CG system makes longer timescales accessible at
the same computational cost (183,184). Parameters describing the interactions of these CG
particles are traditionally obtained by fitting against experimental data, such as the nearest
neighbor DNA melting parameters (185), and/or all-atom simulations (186,187). The ability of
all-atom MD to elucidate the origins of DNA motif structure and function, as well as its capacity
to parameterize simpler models to explore prohibitively large nano-assemblies make it the
principal investigative tool for the studies contained in this thesis.
1.2.4

Continuum Models

The last class of models discussed in this section is that of continuum modelling (CM), one that
is similar in principal to the CG methods mentioned in 1.2.3, i.e. a more simplistic representation
of molecules than an all-atom model is used, yet distinct in formulation and implementation. Like
their atomistic CG counterparts, CM methods are formulated to go beyond the temporal and
spatial constraints of MD, allowing for the simulation of events occurring on the millisecond and
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micron scales. CM representations of nucleic acids are based on Kirchoff’s theory of elastic rods
and have been successfully applied to studying DNA molecules (188-196). For DNA
nanostructures, the finite element-based (197) computational modelling framework CanDo has
been the most successful (21,22,43). In its original implementation (21) DNA origami
nanostructures were modeled as bundles of isotropic elastic rods that were rigidly constrained
to their nearest neighbors at specific crossover positions. Later modifications included the
introduction of nicked-duplex and single-stranded DNA modelling (43,103), and extension to
lattice-free designs via parameterization of junction alignment elements (22). The introduction of
alignment elements required parameterization of the mechanical junction models by all-atom
simulations (see Section 4.1), an example of the predictive power of that method. Very recently,
a Brownian Dynamics (BD) model has been added to the CanDo framework to simulate the
equilibrium dynamics of large nanostructures in solution (see Section 4.2), providing a powerful
predictive tool for understanding the dynamic behaviour of these assemblies.
In Section 1.2.5, a description of the MD formulation used for the unbiased simulations
performed in subsequent chapters is given. Descriptions of the various trajectory analysis
methods used for the post-processing or biasing of these simulations are then provided in
Sections 1.2.6 through 1.2.9.
1.2.5

Unbiased MD formulation

The simulations in this thesis were chosen to be complementary to experimental measurements
and were therefore performed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. Langevin dynamics (198)
and the Langevin piston method (199,200) were used to maintain the temperature and pressure
respectively; with the governing set of equations:
d𝐱 𝑡 = 𝐌 −1 𝐩𝑡 d𝑡 + 𝑄𝐱 𝑡

(1.2)

d𝐩𝑡 = −∇𝑉(𝐱 𝑡 )d𝑡 − 𝛾𝐌 −1 𝐩𝑡 d𝑡 + √2𝛾𝛽 −1 d𝑊𝑡 − 𝑄𝐩𝑡

(1.3)

Where (𝐱𝑡 , 𝐩𝑡 ) denotes the positions and momenta of the particles at time 𝑡, 𝐌 is the mass
tensor, 𝑉 ∶ ℝ3𝑁 → ℝ is the potential energy function, 𝛾 is the friction coefficient, 𝑊𝑡 is the Wiener
process that defines the random forces (white noise), 𝛽 −1 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇, where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann
constant, 𝑇 is the temperature, and 𝑄 accounts for the barostat momentum. The potential
energy is calculated using the CHARMM27 force field (168,201) for nucleic acids (Eq. 1.4 – 1.6,
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the CMAP term for proteins is not shown). The internal / bonded potential energy terms are
defined as:

𝑉𝐼𝑁𝑇 = ∑ 𝑘𝑏 (𝑏 − 𝑏0 )2 + ∑ 𝑘𝜃 (𝜃 − 𝜃0 )2
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠

+

𝑘𝜑 (1 + cos(𝑛𝜑 − 𝛿))

∑
𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠

(1.4)

+∑
𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑦−𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦

+∑
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑘𝑢 (𝑢 − 𝑢0 )2

𝑘(𝜔 − 𝜔0 )2

The non-bonded terms are calculated as:

𝑉𝑁𝐵 =

∑

𝜀 [(

𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗

12

)

+(

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗

6

) ]+

𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
𝜀𝑟𝑖𝑗

(1.5)

The combination of these two terms provides the total potential energy function:
𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐴𝑅𝑀𝑀 = 𝑉𝐼𝑁𝑇 + 𝑉𝑁𝐵

(1.6)

The CHARMM27 field was used in place of the newer CHARMM36 field (170) as the Allnér nonbonded potentials were parameterized to the former and because the latter only became
available once several simulations in this thesis had already been performed. All systems were
simulated with explicit TIP3P water and counterions in orthogonal periodic cells with long-range
electrostatics accounted for with the PME method (138). Specific cut-off, time-stepping,
ensemble, simulation cell, and programmatic details of the various simulations are given within
their corresponding chapters.

1.2.6

Essential dynamics analysis

Due the dimensional complexity of biomolecular systems, it can be difficult to unpack the
important motions contained in their stochastic MD trajectories. A principal components analysis
(PCA) (202-204) provides a means of alleviating this problem in a similar fashion to normal
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mode analysis (NMA) (136,205), by assuming that the major collective modes of fluctuation
dominate the general dynamics. It has been found that the vast majority of DNA dynamics can
be described by a surprisingly low number of collective DOFs (206). As the bulk of biologically
important interactions occur as a function of a subset of the largest variance modes, the
dynamics in the low-dimensional subspace spanned by these modes is termed “essential
dynamics” (ED) and the coordinate subspace spanned by them is referred to as the “essential
subspace” (203). In contrast to NMA, PCA of a molecular dynamics simulation trajectory does
not require the assumption of a harmonic potential and can be used to study the degree of
anharmonicity in a system. It has actually been shown that the major modes of collective
fluctuation are dominated by largely anharmonic diffusion between multiple wells at
physiological temperatures (207). In NMA the modes of greatest fluctuation are those with the
lowest frequencies, however, PCA modes are sorted by variance rather than frequency; the
largest-amplitude modes of an ED analysis (EDA) usually also represent the slowest dynamics
though.
PCA of a MD trajectory comprises three steps, the mathematical details of which are
given in the Methods section of Chapter 2. Qualitatively, configurations from the ensemble
under analysis are superposed using a least-squares fit to reference/average coordinates,
thereby removing global rotations and translations. The Cartesian coordinates of the ensemble
frames are then used to construct a variance–covariance matrix that is subsequently
diagonalized. This matrix is symmetric and contains, as elements, the covariances of the atomic
displacements relative to their respective averages for each pair of atoms for the off-diagonal
elements, and the variances of each atom along the diagonal. Atoms that move in concert have
positive covariances, anti-correlated motions have negative values, and non-correlated
displacements have (near-) zero values. Diagonalization of this covariance matrix gives a set of
eigenvectors and eigenvalues that are sorted by eigenvalue magnitude. The eigenvalues
represent the variances along each of the corresponding collective modes (eigenvectors) and
usually a small number of modes suffice to describe the majority of the total fluctuation of the
molecule. Finally, the original trajectory can be projected onto each of the principal modes to
yield the time behavior and distribution of each of the principal coordinates (204). In contrast to
standard NMA, EDA can be carried out on any subset of atoms and thus the diagonalization of
the covariance matrix is less demanding for larger systems yet the derived modes are very
similar to an all-atom analysis (203,208). Essential modes derived from different simulations or
simulation parts allow for comparison of the sampled regions, thereby providing a means to
judge similarity and convergence. Provided that a trajectory is sufficiently converged,
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thermodynamic properties can be derived as ensemble averages and readily mapped onto the
principal coordinates to yield free-energy landscapes; for large motions of big molecules,
however, unbiased MD may not be capable of sufficient sampling in reasonable time to achieve
this. Differences between various configurational ensembles of a structure, e.g. the backbone
atoms of different DNA 4WJs (see Chapter 2), can be explored by concatenating multiple subensembles into one meta-ensemble on which the PCA is performed. The individual subensembles are then separately projected onto this combined set of modes, allowing for their
direct comparison. This method has the advantage that differences between the various subensembles are frequently visible along one of the combined principal modes (209).
Finally, an eigenvector definition of a system’s major degrees of freedom provides a
powerful means of applying enhanced sampling techniques to better explore its conformational
space (210-213). In the following section, the use of collective variables to analyze and
manipulate atomic simulation systems is discussed.

1.2.7

Collective variable analysis

For all but the simplest atomic systems, it is impractical to work with all the degrees of freedom
in a MD simulation, instead, it is useful to reduce the system to a few parameters which can be
either analyzed individually, or manipulated in order to alter the dynamics in a controlled
manner. Several names exist for these reduced DOFs in the literature, i.e. order parameters,
collective variables, and (surrogate) reaction coordinates (214). Throughout this thesis, the term
`collective variable' (abbreviated to colvar) will be used, and it indicates any differentiable
function of atomic Cartesian coordinates. The most general definition of a colvar 𝜉 is as a
differentiable function of the vector of 3N atomic Cartesian coordinates 𝐗:
𝜉(𝐗) = ξ(𝐱1 , 𝐱1 , … 𝐱𝑁 )

(1.7)

Depending on the structure of the system, 𝜉(𝑿) is often a function of much fewer arguments
than 3N, or can be expressed as a combination of such functions:
𝜉(𝐗) = ξ(𝑧1 (𝐗), 𝑧 2 (𝐗), … 𝑧 𝛼 (𝐗))

(1.8)

with the number of basis functions 𝑧(𝛼) much smaller than the number of atoms. 𝑧 𝛼 (𝐗) is
referred to as a colvar component, though in most scenarios a single component 𝑧 is identified
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with the colvar ξ. Historically, these elementary functions have been distances, angles or
dihedrals, that have effectively mimicked the interaction terms of many Hamiltonians (169,215220). In recent applications to complex macromolecules, components have been used to mimic
many-body interactions or to track collective motions, such as moments of inertia, and principal
components from covariance analysis (221-223). Such combinations may be used, for example,
after an initial mapping of the colvar space has been performed by any method for an efficient
calculation of a potential of mean force (PMF). The Cartesian gradient of the colvar is written as
a function of those of the individual components using the chain rule:

∇𝐱 𝜉(𝐗) = (∇𝐱1 𝜉(𝐗), ∇𝐱2 𝜉(𝐗), … ∇𝐱𝑁 𝜉(𝐗))

(1.9)

In most applications, and indeed in Chapter 2, the gradient is needed to apply biasing forces to
the colvars. Another relevant physical quantity in this work is the ‘inverse gradient’:
𝜕𝐗
𝜕𝐱1 𝜕𝐱2 𝜕𝐱𝑁
=(
,
,…
)
𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝜉 𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝜉

(1.10)

which is needed in thermodynamic integration (TI) to evaluate the thermodynamic force exerted
on the colvars by the entire system (224); this is particularly important in implementations of the
Adaptive Biasing Force (ABF) algorithm (222,225,226) that is discussed in Section 1.2.9. When
the inverse gradients are integrated over an ensemble of states, a Jacobian derivative is
introduced to preserve the density of phase space as a function of 𝜉:
𝜕ln|𝐽(𝐗)|
𝜕𝐱𝑖
= ∑ ∇𝐱𝑖 ∙
𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝜉

(1.11)

𝑖

Each colvar may be harmonically coupled to an extended degree of freedom, which is set to
undergo Hamiltonian or Langevin dynamics and this extended coordinate acts as a numerically
convenient proxy for the actual variable. Six classes (I–VI) of colvars exist, differentiated by the
treatment of their rotational and translational invariance, and on other more specific criteria
(214):
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I.

Class I components describe the relative arrangement of geometric centres (individual
atoms or groups of atoms) and include the commonly used distance, angle and dihedral
colvars.

II.

Class II components describe the distribution of atomic positions around their centre-ofgeometry or centre-of-mass, via physically measurable quantities such as the radius of
gyration or the moment of inertia.

III.

Class III components are defined based on the connectivity within a macromolecule, e.g.
a DNA molecule, and include projections of a set of dihedral angles onto dihedral
principal components (227).

IV.

Class IV components are based on distances between all pairs of atoms within two
groups, e.g. coordination numbers (228), hydrogen bonds and nuclear Overhauser
effects (229).

V.

Class V components describe the quasi-rigid orientation of a group of atoms, computed
by least-squares fitting against a set of reference coordinates where the full orientation is
described by a unit quaternion, from which other variables can be extracted, e.g. relative
twist and tilt. A common use of this class of colvar is to prevent a long macromolecule
from rotating, thereby allowing for a smaller solvent box, without restricting internal
DOFs.

VI.

Class VI components use the same approach as Class V components to express the
positions of a set of atoms in a rotated frame: within that frame, the RMSD from the
reference positions and the projection on a 3N-dimensional displacement vector
(eigenvector) can be calculated. The eigenvector colvar in this class is used to calculate
the PMF along a principal component, derived from unbiased MD, in Chapter 2.

The ability to interact with MD simulations and to reduce their complexity in an intuitive way
provides researchers with a powerful tool for interrogating biomolecular systems. When coupled
with the enhanced sampling methodologies discussed in Section 1.2.9, these colvars allow for
effective measurements of highly informative energy values.
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1.2.8

Helical parameter analysis

Extensive work has been done in the DNA MD community to define a reduced-dimensional
description of duplex structure and deformability so as to help with deciphering all-atom
simulations (70,230-237). This pseudo-harmonic mesoscopic approach assumes that global
DNA deformability can be described as a combination of six local harmonic deformabilities
(three translational and three rotational) at the base-pair step level. Though this model neglects
non-harmonic effects, which can be important to describe large localized structural changes,
e.g. kinks (59), it provides a reasonable and well-used representation of DNA structure and
flexibility (74,76-78,238,239). Two established programs enable the calculation of these
parameters, namely, 3DNA (71,72) and Curves+ (240); both of which are freely available. Once
these values have been obtained for a given trajectory the known relation between correlations
of quantities with a multidimensional Gaussian distribution and the stiffness matrix (241) allows
for their force constants at a specific temperature to be calculated (see Section 3.2). The
determinant of the covariance matrix in helicoidal space can also be used to define a
“configurational volume” for a base-pair step that accounts for off-diagonal coupling terms
(70,232). This simple representation of base-pair level structure and deformability provides an
effective way of investigating both sequence and topological effects in double-stranded DNA
structures.

1.2.9

Free-energy calculations

For a typical potential 𝑉, the associated Boltzmann measure 𝜇 is multimodal; where highprobability regions are separated by low-probability regions. The former correspond to the most
likely conformations of a molecule, which are typically separated by transition regions of very
low probability. A consequence of this is that estimating averages with respect to the probability
measure 𝜇 is often a difficult task. In particular, the ergodic properties of the dynamics of Eq. 1.2
and 1.3 are not sufficient to devise reliable numerical methods as the stochastic process often
remains trapped in high-probability regions. In order to derive accurate free-energy values for
large geometric changes in chemical systems, one of the goals of Chapter 2, the quasinonergodicity of unbiased MD (in reasonable time) needs to be overcome. Two classes of
approaches to improve geometric sampling are described, namely, replica-based methods and
biasing potential methods. The optimality of the Adaptive Biasing Force method (ABF) for the
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free-energy calculations in Chapter 2 is also discussed. Finally, the end-state MM-PBSA
method for the calculation of free energies from unbiased structural ensembles is discussed.

1.2.9.1 Replica-based methods

One of the most widely used methods for improved sampling is the replica exchange / parallel
tempering MD approach (abbreviated to REMD), where several non-interacting copies of a
system are independently and simultaneously simulated at different temperatures (242-245).
These temperatures are chosen to span a range from the temperature of interest to much
higher values where rapid traversal of potential energy barriers can occur. At intervals during
the otherwise standard MD runs, conformations of the system being sampled at different
temperatures can be exchanged based on a Metropolis-type acceptance equation:

𝐴 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {1, 𝑒𝑥𝑝

[+(𝛽𝑖 −𝛽𝑗 )(𝑈(𝑟𝑖𝑁 )−𝑈(𝑟𝑗𝑁 ))]

}

(1.12)

where 𝑈 is the potential energy, i.e. non-momentum energy. Eq. 1.12 considers the probability
of sampling a given conformation at an alternate temperature and the transition probabilities are
constructed such that canonical ensemble properties are maintained during a simulation. In
order to extend this balance-preserving statistical mechanics technique to MD one must also
take into account the momenta of the particles. After an exchange, the new momenta for
replica 𝑖, 𝐩(𝑖)′ , are determined as:

𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑖)
𝐩(𝑖)′ = √
𝐩
𝑇𝑜𝑙𝑑

(1.13)

3

This procedure ensures that the average kinetic energy remains equal to 2 𝑁𝑘𝐵 𝑇. The
reconstructed ensembles can be used to investigate equilibrium thermodynamic quantities and
to identify key transition pathways that can then be explored using additional enhanced
dynamical methods (246-250). The choice of the number of replicas and their respective
temperatures are important to ensure efficient and effective sampling. A method commonly
used for selecting temperatures that result in a uniform acceptance ratio across the replicates,
where 23% - 30% is usually optimal (251,252), is:
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∆𝐸
∆𝐸
| =[ ]
𝜎𝑚 𝑇
𝜎

(1.15)

𝑖

This approach does require a rough prior knowledge of the average energy and standard
deviation dependencies on temperature; which can be achieved by a cursory pre-run. A
geometric progression provides an approximation to the method above, without any prior
information being needed:

𝑇𝑖 = 𝑇0 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑇
𝑖
[𝑙𝑜𝑔( 𝑚𝑎𝑥 )( )]
𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑁

(1.16)

where 𝑇0 is the desired final temperature and 𝑁 is the number of replicates. A significant
challenge faced by REMD is the matter of solvent contributions to the energy, where in explicitly
solvated systems the water contributions dominate the Hamiltonian. A consequence of this is
the need for very small temperature differences between replicates; and to achieve a useful
improvement in sampling performance many replicates are needed. Several methods have
attempted to alleviate this problem (253), namely: adaptive tempering (254), locally enhanced
sampling (LES) (255), and local-/partial- replica exchange MD (LREMD/PREMD) (256). Test
runs of these methods were performed on a well-studied protein energy surface, that of Nacetyl-N′-methylalaninamide (NANMA) (222) followed by comparison to two biasing potential
methods (metadynamics and ABF) discussed in Section 1.2.9.2. The biasing potential methods

were found to be more computationally efficient and had fewer artifacts than the REMD
methods. A discussion of these biasing potential methods and the final choice of ABF over
metadynamics for the enhanced sampling in Chapter 2 are provided in Section 1.2.9.2.

1.2.9.2 Biasing potential methods

A number of techniques have been developed to improve the efficiency of free-energy
calculations associated with geometrical transformations along a colvar (210,224,257-268). The
central idea of these techniques is to not sample from the Boltzmann distribution defined by the
original Hamiltonian, but rather to sample from a biased distribution that favors important but
infrequently visited regions of phase space. Probably the most popular (and oldest) of these
enhanced-sampling techniques is umbrella sampling (257), a method that relies on introducing
a bias in simulations that favors states corresponding to large values of the free-energy along
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the colvar. In its original form, umbrella sampling referred to incorporating an external biasing
potential in the simulation, ideally the negative of the free-energy, which would yield a broad, if
not uniform exploration of the colvar. In other words, in ideal circumstances, the system would
evolve in the colvar space on a flat free-energy hyperplane. Under most circumstances,
however, the form of the optimal umbrella is unknown. Thus, for any qualitatively new problem,
the end-user must resort to an educated guess regarding the shape of the biasing umbrella
potential, usually on the basis of prior knowledge of this and related problems. This may
constitute a challenging task and poorly predicted biasing potentials can give non-uniform
probability distributions across the colvar (269).
Adaptive umbrella sampling is one member of a broader family of techniques called
adaptive biasing potential methods. Local elevation (260), conformational flooding (210), its
more recent avatar metadynamics (264-268,270,271), and the Wang–Landau algorithm for
Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations (272,273) are other members of this family. In these methods,
Eq. 1.3 becomes:
d𝐩𝑡 = −∇(𝑉 − 𝐴𝑡 ∘ 𝜉)(𝐱 𝑡 )d𝑡 − 𝛾𝐌 −1𝐩𝑡 d𝑡 + √2𝛾𝛽 −1 d𝑊𝑡 − 𝑄𝐩𝑡

(1.17)

where the idea is to penalize the already visited states by changing the potential 𝑉 to 𝑉 – 𝐴 𝑇 ∘ 𝜉,
𝐴𝑡 (𝑧) being related to the occupation time of the value 𝑧 of the colvar up to time 𝑡. The longer
the time spent in a bin, the larger the biasing potential 𝐴𝑡 (𝑧) where 𝑧 ∈ [𝑧𝑎 , 𝑧𝑏 ]. The local
elevation technique and metadynamics are based on a similar idea. The biasing potential 𝐴𝑡 is
built as a sum of Gaussian kernels that are periodically added to the Hamiltonian along the ξ
variable. This pushes the system away from states that have already been visited and, by doing
so, improves sampling. It ought to be noted that the potential 𝐴𝑡 , rather than its derivative, is
computed in these two cases, hence, the name adaptive biasing potential methods. While these
methods have been successfully applied to many systems (274-280), they have some technical
challenges associated with them. Firstly, the widths, weights, and frequency of the added
Gaussian functions require careful tuning, often needing considerable experience. Secondly,
these methods will continue to bias the potential unless careful stop conditions are
implemented. Finally, if the derivative of the biasing potential is needed the evaluated biasing
potential 𝐴𝑡 must itself be differentiated which may lead to noisy results due to 𝐴𝑡 being
estimated along a stochastic trajectory
In the ABF algorithm (222,225,281), the gradient of the biasing potential is determined
from the average force acting within a bin 𝑧 of a striated colvar 𝜉:
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A′𝑡 (𝑧) = 𝔼[𝐹𝜉 (𝐱𝑡 )|𝜉(𝐱 𝑡 ) = 𝑧]

(1.18)

The estimation of this gradient happens automatically and if the correct free-energy is given as
an initial guess, i.e. if V is replaced by V – A◦ξ in Eq. 17, then the biasing force will not be
updated and the gradient of the biasing potential, 𝐴′𝑡 in Eq. 18, will be constant over time.
Another advantage is that 𝐴′𝑡 is directly computed and there are no noise issues as is the case
with the adaptive biasing potential methods. This ease of application has seen the ABF method
applied to free-energy analysis along many different classes of colvar (282-301) and was the
basis for its selection for the calculations performed in Chapter 2.

1.2.9.3 The MM-PBSA method

The free-energy methods discussed previously rely upon the existence of a well-defined
geometric coordinate (or set of coordinates) that links the states of interest. In some cases such
a coordinate is poorly defined, at least at the level of atomic colvars, e.g. the isomerization of
DNA 4WJs (302); and the aforementioned enhanced sampling methods are ill-suited to
compare the states of interest. An approach that can effectively calculate these types of energy
differences is the Molecular Mechanics with Poisson-Boltzmann and Surface Area (MM-PBSA)
method that combines force field mechanical calculations with continuum solvent models and
solute entropy values (303-306). The method is a post-processing technique that is performed
on ensembles of structures from MD simulations that are representative of the different
configurational states of interest. The governing equations of this analysis are:
∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 + ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑇𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒

(1.19)

𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊

(1.20)

∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∆𝐺𝑃𝐵 + ∆𝐺𝑆𝐴

(1.21)

where 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the gas phase energy described for a molecule’s conformation by the mechanical
force field, ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the solvation free-energy, 𝑇 is the temperature, and 𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 is the solute
entropy . 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 comprises the internal energy (𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 ), i.e. contributions from bond, angle and
dihedral energies, and energies due to non-bonded electrostatic (𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 ) and van der
Waal’s (𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊 ) interactions. ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 comprises the polar solvation (∆𝐺𝑃𝐵 ) and the non-polar
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solvation (∆𝐺𝑆𝐴 ) free energies calculated with the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PBE). Specific
details of the parameters used for calculation of the solvation terms using the PBE are available
in the Methods section of Chapter 2.
The solute entropy contributions are usually approximated using either Andricioaei and
Karplus’s or Schlitter’s methods (307,308), where the mass-weighted covariance matrix 𝑪′ is
determined from the covariance matrix 𝑪 and the mass matrix 𝑴:
𝑪′ = 𝑴1/2 𝑪′𝑴1/2

(1.22)

𝑴 contains the atomic masses along the diagonal and is zero elsewhere. Diagonalization of 𝑪′
by an orthogonal transformation returns the classical variances of the new coordinates 𝑞𝑖 whose
fluctuations are linearly uncorrelated. The entropy is then estimated as a sum of the
contributions ( 𝑆𝑖 ) from all individual coordinate components:
1
𝑆 < 𝑆 ′ = 𝑘 ∑ 𝑙𝑛[1 + (𝑘𝑇𝑒 2 /ℏ2 )〈𝑞𝑖2 〉]
2

(1.23)

where the calculated estimate 𝑆′ is an upper bound for the real entropy 𝑆. It should be stated
that accurate values of these entropies are exceptionally difficult to obtain for large molecules
and several correction terms needed to be added to the slowly converging and often highly
overestimated quasiharmonic (QH) entropy estimate in Eq. 23 (309-314). The fact that these
correction factors often require almost an order of magnitude longer sampling times than the QH
entropies to converge means that accurate values are hard to achieve in reasonable time,
particularly for comparatively rigid molecules like DNA. Even with the challenges associated
with calculating entropy values, the MM-PBSA method has found extensive application to
nucleic acids (79,157,305), protein-protein interactions (315-317), and protein-ligand binding
(318-320)

1.3

OVERVIEW OF THESIS CONTENTS

The overarching goal of this thesis is to better inform current design principles, thereby
facilitating the improved function of DNA nano-assemblies and imparting a finer degree of
spatial control than before. The principal investigative tool used to achieve this is that of explicit
solvent and counterion MD simulations, the capabilities of which have been expanded upon in
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the preceding section. Coupled with well-established post-processing and free-energy
methodologies, these simulations are used to unpack experimentally observed phenomena and
to highlight the impact of sequence and topology on the functioning of DNA nanostructures.
Chapter 2 describes an investigation into the atomic-level interactions responsible for the
sequence dependence of 4WJ stacked-isomer bias and the effect of topology on motif
deformability. Various topological and sequence variants of the canonical Seeman J1 junction
are analyzed structurally and energetically, providing a detailed description of the effect these
variations have on stability. B-form duplexes, nicked-duplexes, single-crossovers and 4WJs are
compared and contrasted, for the first time, in terms of base-pair level mean structure and
deformability. This study also presents the first theoretical support of a previously proposed
sequence-dependent electrostatic potential contribution to junction isomer bias and reveals that
the junction core sequence confers a unique handedness to the system. This study is presented
as a manuscript being prepared for submission to Nucleic Acids Research and supporting
information is included in Appendix A.
Chapter 3 details a collaborative investigation into the impact of junction sequence and
hairpin motif design on the structure and function of a tweezer-actuated nanoreactor. Single
molecule imaging, computational modelling, and enzymatic assaying techniques are used to
redesign a published reactor system for improved enhancement of enzymatic turn-over rate.
The MD simulations performed in this work reveal how subtle base-level interactions can have a
profound impact on the 3D structure of a nanodevice and this work is currently under review at
Nanoscale. The supporting information for this project can be found in Appendix B.
Chapter 4 highlights two published applications of all-atom MD to the parameterization
and validation of finite-element method (FEM) models for DNA origami ground-state structure
determination and equilibrium Brownian Dynamics (BD) sampling. The manuscripts for these
publications are included as Appendix C and Appendix D respectively.
The studies performed in this thesis provide a detailed description of the effect that
sequence and topology can have on junction structure and, by extension, on nanodevice
function. They also showcase the capabilities of atomistic simulation to both elucidate the
physico-chemical factors responsible for observed experimental phenomena and to inform
robust CG models for the efficient simulation of large origami systems.
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CHAPTER 2
SEQUENCE EFFECTS IN IMMOBILE DNA FOUR-WAY JUNCTIONS: A COMPUTATIONAL
STUDY
Immobile 4WJs are a fundamental nucleic acid structural motif important in biology and DNA
nanotechnology. A deeper, sequence-level understanding of the structure, stability, and
flexibility of this motif is essential for achieving Angstrom-level spatial control over nucleic acid
nanodevices. Under high salt conditions, or in the presence of polyvalent ions, 4WJs exist in
one of two stacked isomers when free in solution but are forced into one or the other
configuration when part of programmed nanostructure arrays. Experiments have previously
shown that local sequence around the site of strand crossover has a substantial impact on the
conformational bias for one or both isomers. Here, we use explicit solvent and counterion MD
simulations to interrogate the base-pair level interactions that influence conformational state
preference, using the classic Seeman J1 junction system as a reference. A pseudo-alchemical
path approach is used to investigate how altering the strand topology to form nicked-duplexes
and single-crossovers at the junction core impacts B-form DNA and crossover geometry and
stability. Furthermore, the effect of local sequence is investigated through the simulation of a
second junction core sequence that possesses the same GC-content as J1 but differs in base
stacking. Analysis of the base-pair degrees of freedom for each step along this path, in addition
to free-energy calculations and reduced-coordinate sampling of the different 4WJ isomers,
reveal the importance of base sequence on local structure and dynamics, and suggest how
these impact isomer bias and global junction behaviour.
†

Supplementary information is located in Appendix A: Mean step parameter deviations for

topological variants, comparison of duplex mean step parameter values to literature values, step
parameter stiffness constant deviations for topological variants, comparison of duplex step
parameter stiffness constants to literature values, deformation volumes for all topological
variants, junction configurational entropy plots, fractional variance plots for the junction
backbone meta-ensemble, blocking curves of the second principal component for all junction
replicates.
This chapter is being prepared for submission to Nucleic Acids Research as:
Matthew R. Adendorff and Mark Bathe, “Sequence effects in immobile DNA four-way
junctions: A computational study”
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

Nucleic acid nanotechnology has developed into a mature synthetic technique for the
programmed design of hierarchical molecular assemblies (1-7). These constructs have found
applications in a number of research endeavours, including biomimicry (8), energy transfer /
photonics (10,11), drug delivery (12,13), and acuated nanoreactor design (14). The need for
improved spatial precision of nanostructures, with the goal Nature-like accuracy over the
engineered systems, comes with the requirement of Angstrom-level control (45-48). To achieve
this, an understanding of the atomic physico-chemical interactions and temporal dynamics
inherent to fundamental structural motifs, e.g. duplexes (49), nicked duplexes (50), singlecrossover junctions (35) and particularly four-way junctions (4WJs) (22,53,54), is essential. The
immobile 4WJ has been the central component of structural DNA nanotechnology since
Seeman’s foundational work (1,16) and it continues to be the ‘glue’ that holds contructs
together. The three-dimensional structure of these DNA junctions in isolation has been
extensively studied experimentally, with literature stretching back several decades (18,54,55).
The 4WJ can exist in one of three global conformations, inlcuding two stacked
antiparallel junction isomers and a cross-shaped Open-X conformation (Figure 2.1A). The
stacked forms are only adopted in the presence of polyvalent ions or in a high salt environment
(56-58) since without screening of the phosphate charges concentrated at the junction center,
the system will adopt the open-X form (59) to minimize repulsions. The relative populations of
these stacked configurational isomers have been shown to be sensitive to both the Mg2+
concentration (60) and to the base pair sequences near the site of strand crossover (56,61-65).
The conformational heterogeneity of the junction has also been shown to be sequence
dependent through NMR analysis of different junction core arrangements (62). While the
primary topological difference between these isomers is a change in the base-pair stacking
sequence at the junction core, the difference in stacking energies (54,66,67) for these changes
is insufficient to solely account for the experimentally obtained isomer ratios. A contribution of
geometric constraints at the junction core to the free-energy has been considered (55) and the
effect of a sequence-dependent electrostatic potential on junction stacking preferences has
been suggested by experiment through selective base charge neutralization (68); however, a
rigorous investigation into the topological and energetic contributions to junction isomerization
bias is still lacking. Furthermore, the impact these contributions have on junction dynamics, a
consideration in designed arrays of interconnected junctions, is not known.
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Modern implementations of explicit solvent all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) have
proven to be highly effective for elucidating the physical interactions responsible for
experimental phenomena (69). Applying these methods to nucleic acid structures has given
valuable insights into B-form structure (70-74), sequence-level interactions (75-78), duplex freeenergy contributions (79-81), large origami relaxation (82), and junction dynamics (82-86). While
several investigations into 4WJ structure and dynamics have been performed with MD, no
dedicated analysis of sequence-level structure and energetics in isolated asymmetrical and
immobile junction isomers has been performed.
In this work we use all-atom MD to simulate multiple replicates of both stacked isomers
for the Seeman J1 sequence and for a variant sequence (Figure 2.1B) that posesses the same
GC content as J1 but differs in its core base stacking arrangement. Calculations of the base-pair
level structure are performed on the resulting trajectories using established helical parameter
analysis methods and the distributions of these parameters, as well as their inherent flexibilities,
are compared to reference B-form duplex, nicked duplex and single crossover topological
variants of the J1 junction. The per-base free energies of isomerization are then determined
from structural ensembles of each junction sequence using end-state free-energy calculations.
Finally, the essential dynamics of 4WJs are derived from meta-ensemble principal component
analysis (PCA) of the junction trajectories and the potentials of mean force (PMFs) along the
principal junction twist coordinate are calculated using enhanced sampling with a biasing
potential.

Figure 2.1. Modelling DNA 4WJ isomers. (A) The three major isomers of DNA 4WJs. Switching between
the Iso I and Iso II junction forms alters the base stacking at the site of strand crossover, with the X3/X8
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and X7/X4 pairs being replaced with X5/X2 and X1/X6. (B) The junction systems used in this study,
shown in the Open-X configuration. Core base-pair sequences, denoted X1-8, are assigned to sequences
of J1 (top) and J24 (bottom).

2.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1

Junction nomenclature

A shorthand notation is introduced in this work for referencing junction, isomer, helical arm and
base-pair step identities. A particular base-pair step (Figure 2.2A), defined between two
adjacent base-pairs, is denoted using the form 𝑥 𝑖 (ℎ,𝑏) , where 𝑥 is the junction core sequence, i.e.
J1 or J24, 𝑖 is the isomer number, ℎ is the helix number for the pseudo-duplexes and 𝑏 is the
base-pair step index. The helices are defined such that helix 1 includes strand I in isomer 1 and
strand II in isomer 2; helix 2 includes strand III in isomer 1 and strand IV in isomer 2. The basepair step sequence and numbering follows the 5’ to 3’ sequence of strand I in isomer 1 helix 1,
strand III in isomer 1 helix 2, strand II in isomer 2 helix 1, and strand IV in isomer 2 helix 2. The
terminal three base-pair steps on either end of the helical arms are not included in helical
parameter analyses and so the numbering starts at the fourth base-pair step in the helix and
runs up to and includes the twelfth step. Several topological variants of the J1 junction system
are also investigated in this work. The first two of these variants are the single-crossovers,
motifs that only have one crossing strand at the junction site. When the crossing occurs on the
left-hand side of the junction frame shown in Figure 2.2A the variant is termed the SXB construct
and if the crossing occurs on the right it is termed the SXD construct, for a given isomer. An
extension of the previously introduced junction nomenclature is used for indexing, e.g. the
single-crossover equivalent of J11 , with strand II performing the crossing action, is denoted SXB1
and the equivalent of J12 , with strand I performing the crossing action, is SXD2 . The second type
of variant is the nicked-duplex, which is a B-form duplex, with the same base-pair sequence as
a junction arm pseudo-duplex but with a phosphate backbone break at the junction crossover
site, e.g. between X3 and X8 in J11(1) . The indexing for the nicked-duplex uses “N” as the
nomenclature prefix, e.g. the nicked-duplex equivalent of J12(1) is written as N12(1) .
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2.2.2

Construction of all-atom systems

The junction strand sequences used were identical to previously used experimental systems
used for J1 (16) and J2 (62), up to and including the fifth neighbour from the junction core. Allatom PDB files for J11 , J12 J241 and J242 were generated using the atomic structure generator in
the lattice-free implementation of CanDo (22), with a starting Jtwist (321) value of 60˚ (right
handed junction). The system was immersed in TIP3P water (322), explicit Na+, Mg2+, and Clions were added to neutralize DNA charges and to set the simulation cell Na+, and Mg2+ ion
concentrations to 50 mM and 5 mM, respectively. Duplex, nicked-duplex and single crossover
(B-strand and D-strand) equivalents of the J1 junction isomers were generated from the initial
junction structures using DS Visualizer (323) and then solvated / ionized in the same manner as
the junction systems.
2.2.3

Molecular dynamics simulations

All simulations were performed using the program NAMD2.10 (324) with the CHARMM27 force
field (168,201) and Allnér Mg2+ (325) parameters with an integration time step of 2 fs and
periodic boundary conditions applied in an orthogonal simulation cell. Van der Waals energies
were calculated using a 1.2 nm cut-off with a switching function applied from 1.0 to 1.2 nm and
the pair list distance at 1.4 nm. The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method (326) was used to
calculate full electrostatics with a minimum grid point spacing of 0.1 nm. Full electrostatic forces
were computed every two time steps (every 4 fs) and non-bonded forces were calculated at
each time step (2 fs). Simulations were performed in the NpT ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover
Langevin piston method (199,327) for pressure control with an oscillation period of 200 fs and a
damping time of 100 fs. Langevin forces (198) were applied to all heavy atoms for temperature
control (298 K) with coupling coefficients of 5 ps-1. All hydrogens were constrained to their
equilibrium lengths during the simulation and system configurations were recorded every 1 ps
for downstream analysis of coordinates. Energy minimization was always performed on the
orthogonal simulation cell prior to dynamics using the conjugate-gradient and line search
minimizer implemented in NAMD2.10, first on the solvent and ions alone for 10,000 steps with
all nucleic acid atoms spatially constrained, followed by an additional 10,000 steps with all
atoms unconstrained. All parameters for the minimization were identical to those used for
dynamics. The system was then slowly heated (1 K per 10 ps) to 300 K and the pressure was
allowed to equilibrate to 1 atm prior to production run MD. All simulated systems (whole
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junction, and duplex, nicked-duplex, and single crossover equivalents) were run for 300 ns, in
triplicate (900 ns total production time per system). The first 60 ns of each simulation was
considered as equilibration time and was not used for subsequent analysis.
2.2.4

Base-pair parameter analysis

DNA base-pair parameters were calculated at 10 ps intervals for all trajectories using the 3DNA
program (71,72) with the MDAnalysis x3DNA interface (328). The stiffness matrix in base-pair
step helicoidal space (rise, shift, slide, roll, tilt, twist) was calculated from the simulationobtained helicoidal covariance matrix, 𝑪ℎ , as:

𝑪ℎ = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑭−1
ℎ

(2.1)

where 𝑭ℎ is the helicoidal stiffness matrix, 𝑭−1
ℎ is its inverse, 𝑘 is Boltzmann’s constant and 𝑇 is
the temperature. The determinant of 𝑪ℎ (analogous, in this case, to the product of the
eigenvalues of the matrix) was used to calculate the conformational volume of a base-pair step
which takes into account the off-diagonal stiffness terms in a general description of base-pair
step flexibility (70,232).

2.2.5

MM-PBSA free-energy analysis

The end-state MM-PBSA method (79) was used to estimate the free-energy of the J1 and J24
isomer systems using the following equations:
𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑇𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒

(2.2)

𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊

(2.3)

𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐸𝑃𝐵 + 𝐸𝑆𝐴

(2.4)

where 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the gas phase energy described for a molecule’s conformation by the mechanical
force field, 𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the solvation free-energy, 𝑇 is the temperature, and 𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 is the solute
entropy . 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 comprises the internal energy (𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 ), i.e. contributions from bond, angle and
dihedral energies, and energies due to non-bonded electrostatic (𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 ) and van der
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Waal’s (𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊 ) interactions. 𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 comprises the polar solvation (𝐸𝑃𝐵 ) and the non-polar
solvation (𝐸𝑆𝐴 ) free energies.
The MMPBSA.py module (329) of AmberTools14 (330) was used to run all calculations
with CHAMBER-generated topologies (331). 24,000 frames (10 ps between frames) were used
from each trajectory to generate the energy averages with 72,000 frames analysed per isomer.
Gas phase energies (𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) were calculated from the CHARMM27 force field with 1-4 nonbonded interaction energies summed into their corresponding van der Waal’s and electrostatic
terms.
Both solvation terms (𝐸𝑃𝐵 and 𝐸𝑆𝐴 ) were calculated using the pbsa module in sander,
included in AmberTools14. The electrostatic field, including the solvent reaction field and the
Coulombic field, was described with the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PBE) (332,333):

∇ ∙ (𝜀(𝒓)∇𝜙(𝒓)) = −4𝜋𝜌(𝒓) − 4𝜋𝜆(𝒓) ∑ 𝑧𝑖 𝑐𝑖 exp(−
𝑖

𝑧𝑖 𝜙(𝒓)
)
𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(2.5)

where 𝜀(𝒓) is the dielectric constant, 𝜙(𝒓) is the electrostatic potential, 𝜌(𝒓) is the solute
charge, 𝜆(𝒓) is the ion exclusion or Stern layer masking function describing ion accessibility of
position 𝒓, 𝑧𝑖 is the charge of ion type 𝑖, 𝑐𝑖 is the bulk number density of ion type 𝑖 far from the
solute, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is the temperature; the summation is over all ion
types. The non-linear PBE (334) was solved on a 0.5 Å spacing finite difference grid with 5,000
iterations per frame. The solute and solvent dielectrics were set to 1.0 and 80.0 respectively,
with the weighted harmonic average level set function being used for boundary grid edges. The
solvent excluded surface (335) was used to define the dielectric boundary and was generated
using a 1.4 Å solvent probe radius and CHARMM atomic radii. Per-base decomposition was
performed in AmberTools to obtain the interaction energies of each base with all other bases.
Decomposition of the per-base surface area contributions was performed using the Linear
Combination of Pairwise Overlaps (LCPO) method (336). Full molecule surface area
contributions were calculated with pbsa.
The solute entropy was approximated from the covariance matrix obtained in each
simulation using Schlitter’s method (308), where the mass-weighted covariance matrix 𝑪′ is
determined from the covariance matrix 𝑪 and the mass matrix 𝑴:
𝑪′ = 𝑴1/2 𝑪′𝑴1/2
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(2.6)

The matrix 𝑴 contains the atomic masses along the diagonal and is zero elsewhere.
Diagonalization of 𝑪′ by an orthogonal transformation returns the classical variances of the new
coordinates 𝑞𝑖 whose fluctuations are linearly uncorrelated. The entropy is then estimated as a
sum of the contributions ( 𝑆𝑖 ) from all individual coordinate components:
1
𝑆 < 𝑆 ′ = 𝑘 ∑ 𝑙𝑛[1 + (𝑘𝑇𝑒 2 /ℏ2 )〈𝑞𝑖2 〉]
2

(2.7)

where the calculated estimate 𝑆′ is an upper bound for the real entropy 𝑆.
2.2.6

Essential dynamics analysis

An ensemble of junction coordinates obtained from MD simulation was subjected to principal
component analysis so as to extract the essential modes (203,206), the coordinate fluctuations
responsible for most of the variance observed in the system. A meta-ensemble (204) was
generated from the backbone atoms (CHARMM codes: P, O1P, O2P, C4', O4', C1', C2', O5',
C5', C3', and O3') of all four isomer simulation sets comprising 2.88 μs of total dynamics time.
The terminal three base-pairs at both the 5’ and 3’ ends of the junction arm pseudo-duplexes
were excluded from this ensemble to avoid the influence of end-effects.
The average structural coordinate set for a given ensemble was generated through iterative
superposition of all trajectory frames. Initially, all frames were superposed onto the first
trajectory frame, followed by calculation of the mean coordinates and the setting of these as the
new reference set. This process was repeated until the total RMSD was lower than 0.0001 Å.
Once all frames had been aligned to the average structure, the covariance matrix 𝑪 was
constructed:
𝑪 = 〈(𝒙(𝑡) − 〈𝒙〉)(𝒙(𝑡) − 〈𝒙〉)𝑇 〉

(2.8)

where 〈∙〉 denotes the ensemble average and 𝑪 is a symmetric matrix. Diagonalization of 𝑪 was
then performed by an orthogonal transformation 𝑻:
𝑪 = 𝑻Ʌ𝑻𝑻
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(2.9)

where Ʌ is the eigenvalue matrix and 𝑻 contains the eigenvectors of 𝑪. The eigenvalues (𝜆)
relate to the mean square fluctuations (in Å2) along the eigenvector coordinates and represent
the contribution of each component to the total system fluctuation. The six zero eigenvalues,
corresponding to global rotation and translation (removed through the superposition step), and
their eigenvectors were discarded and the remaining vectors were sorted in descending order
by their eigenvalues.
The original molecular configurations were projected onto the first three principal
components to yield their principal coordinates 𝑝𝑖 (𝑡):
𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝜈𝑖 ∙ (𝒙(𝑡) − 〈𝒙〉

(2.10)

where 𝜈𝑖 is the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ eigenvector of 𝑪 and 〈𝑝𝑖2 〉 = 𝜆𝑖 . For visualization purposes, projections along
eigenvectors were transformed back to Cartesian coordinates with:
𝒙∗𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) ∙ 𝜈𝑖 + 〈𝒙〉

(2.11)

All essential mode analyses were performed with the ProDy package (337).
2.2.7

Enhanced sampling with the Adaptive Biasing Force method

The free-energy profile, 𝐴(𝜉), along the largest variance essential mode of the junction
backbone meta-ensemble was calculated as a function of the colvar ξ, here representing Jtwist;
defined as the projection of a junction system’s backbone atom deviations from the metaensemble’s average structure coordinates onto a vector in 𝑅 3𝑁 , where 𝑁 is the number of
atoms. The computed quantity is:
𝑁
𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑝({𝒙𝑖 (𝑡)}, {𝒙𝑖 })

𝑟𝑒𝑓

= ∑ 𝒗𝑖 ∙ (𝑈(𝒙𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝒙𝑐𝑜𝑔 (𝑡) − (𝒙𝑖

𝑟𝑒𝑓

− 𝒙𝑐𝑜𝑔 ))

(2.12)

𝑖=1

𝑟𝑒𝑓

where 𝑈 is the optimal rotation matrix, 𝒙𝑐𝑜𝑔 (𝑡) and 𝒙𝑐𝑜𝑔 are the centers of geometry of the
current and reference positions and 𝒗𝑖 are the per-atom components of the vector (214).
𝐴(𝜉) was obtained using the NAMD2.10 implementation of the Adaptive Biasing Force (ABF)
method of thermal integration (222,338). The algorithm comprises two steps: (1) the
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thermodynamic force acting along 𝜉 is extracted from the unbiased simulation and (2) the
position-dependent average force is then subtracted from the instantaneous force, adapting
over sampling time. After sufficient sampling the energy surface along ξ is effectively flattened,
removing energy barriers along the colvar, and the system will diffuse as a result of the random
fluctuating force acting on it along the other degrees of freedom. Free-energy changes are then
calculated by integrating the average forces along 𝜉. Free-energy calculations on the junction
systems were divided into five windows, sampling from -5 Å to 10 Å RMSD (-90˚ to +90˚) along
ξ. The windows covered the intervals [-5, -1], [-2, -3], [1, 6], [4, 8] and [6, 10], and each window
was subdivided into 15 bins for the force calculations; generating the PMF at 46 discrete points.
Harmonic wall restraints were applied at the edges of the windows to keep the solute within the
desired region. Initial ABF simulations of 100 ns per window were performed for each of the four
junction systems, followed by additional runs in under-sampled bins to ensure a minimum perbin sampling of 5 ns. Blocking analysis, using the method of Flyvbjerg and Petersen (339), was
performed on projections of the unbiased MD 4WJ trajectories onto the second slowest
essential mode (Jroll) to obtain a minimum number of steps of ~4 ns. The average sampling
times per bin were 10.2 ns (J11 ), 10.4 ns (J12 ), 10.1 ns (J241 ), and 10.6 ns (J242 ). An upper limit
for the standard error in the ABF calculations, 𝑆𝐷[∆𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐹 ] (340), for a free-energy difference,
∆𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐹 , between points 𝜉𝑎 and 𝜉𝑏 along the colvar, 𝜉, was estimated as:

𝑆𝐷[∆𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐹 ] ≈ (𝜉𝑏 − 𝜉𝑎 )

𝜎
(1 + 2𝜏)1/2
𝐾 1/2

(2.13)

where 𝜎 2 is the variance of the force along 𝜉, 𝐾 is the total number of force evaluations and 𝜏 is
the correlation length for the calculated force.
2.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.3.1

Immobile 4WJs deviate from canonical B-form structure

The six base-pair step helical parameters provide a useful, widely-adopted coarse-grained
description of DNA (76). In the light of known sequence level effects on DNA structure, we
sought to extend these six helical parameters to the 4WJ motif to highlight regions of interest.
The deviations from reference canonical B-form duplex simulations of the junction pseudoduplex arms were calculated for both isomers of J1 as well as for several topological variants of
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the J1 sequence, as detailed in the Methods section. A hexagonal plot representation (Figure
2.2A) is used to show the deviations in all six parameters for each given step in a particular
junction/variant system. Two sets of scale bars are shown as rings within each plot, the inner
representing a deviation of 0.5 Å for translational parameters (shift, slide, and rise) and a
deviation of 5˚ for rotational parameters (tilt, roll, and twist); the outer representing deviations of
1.0 Å and 10˚ respectively.. The J1 system exhibits pronounced negative mean parameter
changes at the core step (step 5) and smaller deviations are present up to two neighbouring
steps away (Figure 2.2B). Negative shift is observed in all core steps along with large untwisting
(negative twist) of the pseudo-duplexes on one helix per isomer at step 5. Rupturing one
crossover link removes most of these deviations with the SXB (Figure 2.2C) and SXD (Figure
A1†) systems showing only slight relative changes compared to the full junction, and the nick
systems (Figure A2†) behave almost exactly like B-form DNA in terms of mean step parameter
values. The core steps of the J24 junction system (Figure A3†) show significant untwisting
at J241(1,5), J242(1,5) and J242(2,5) and line plots of all absolute mean values are included in the
supplement (Figures A4-7†). The results presented here indicate a local-sequence effect is
present as deviations are occurring at base-pair steps of known high flexibility, i.e. untwisting of
the pyrimidine-purine TG steps at J11(1,6) and J12(2,5) and the TA step at J242(1,5) . Changes in mean
values are also apparent at the comparatively stable AG and CC steps at J11(1,5) and J242(2,5)
respectively, indicating a global topological effect. Step 5 in isomer 1, helix 1 and isomer 2, helix
2 in both junction systems is deformed, irrespective of relative flexibility, suggesting that the
geometric constraints of the 4WJ motif are contributing to the local sequence effects. It should
be noted that as J24 has some local sequence differences to J1 around the core, reference Bform values were taken from literature simulations (238) for these steps. A comparison of the Bform simulation-obtained values in this work with these literature values (Figures A8-11†) shows
that the slight differences in solvent and temperature conditions between the two sets of
CHARMM simulations has a negligible effect on the mean values and hence the comparisons
are reasonable.
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Figure 2.2. The DNA pseudo-duplexes within 4WJs can deviate significantly from canonical B-form
structure. (A) Six helical step parameters are calculated for each base-pair step comprising the two
junction helix arms (H1 and H2). An atomic representation is shown (middle, left) with step 5 of both
helices shown in purple. Deviations in mean parameter values from reference B-form simulations for each
step are shown as wedges in a hexagon (representative plot at lower left). The inner gray line represents
a deviation of 0.5 Å for translational parameters (shift, slide, and rise) and a deviation of 5˚ for rotational
parameters (tilt, roll, and twist); the outer black line represents deviations of 1.0 Å and 10˚ respectively.
Negative deviations are coloured red, positive deviations are coloured blue, and the absence of a wedge
indicates a deviation of less than 0.2 Å or 2˚. Within the base-pair step coordinate frame, the x-axis points
away from the minor groove edge of a base-pair, the y-axis points towards the complementary base, and
the z-axis points in the direction of helical rise. (B) Deviations in step parameter mean values for the J1
junction systems (right) and their topologies (left). Isomer 1 is shown on top (first two helices) with isomer
2 below (third and fourth helices) for all systems. Base-pair step sequences are shown for strands I and
III (red, orange) for isomer 1; and strands II and IV (blue, green) for isomer 2; the 5’ to 3’ step sequence is
read right to left for helix 1 and left to right for helix 2 for all systems. (C) Deviations in step parameter
mean values for the SXB junction systems (right) and their topologies (left).
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2.3.2

Flexibility changes propagate to several steps from the junction core

Changes in the stiffness parameters along the helical step degrees of freedom can indicate
whether any de-/stabilizations of the base-pair steps are occurring as a consequence of the
4WJ motif. The deviations from the diagonal stiffness matrix terms of reference canonical Bform duplex simulations of the junction pseudo-duplex arms were calculated for all systems. A
hexagonal plot representation (Figure 2.3) is used to show the stiffness deviations in all six
parameters for each given step in a particular junction/variant system. Two sets of scale bars
are shown as rings within each plot, the inner representing a deviation of 1 kcal/mol.Å2 for
translational parameters (shift, slide, and rise) and a deviation of 0.005 kcal/mol.degree2 for
rotational parameters (tilt, roll, and twist); the outer representing deviations of 2.0 kcal/mol.Å2
and 0.01 kcal/mol.deg2 respectively. These scales were chosen in accordance with literature
values (75), where the lowest translational and rotational stiffness constants were 1.21
kcal/mol.Å2 and 0.015 kcal/mol.deg2 when simulated with the CHARMM field. The data shows
that flexibility changes are more abundant and propagate further along the junction arms than
mean-value deviations, with J1 exhibiting only reductions in stiffness. Significant changes occur
at the junction core and the softening of specific parameters corresponds to the mean-value
deviations observed in Figure 2.2B, i.e. the high flexibility of steps J11(1,4−7) and the higher twist
flexibility of J12(2,5) compared to J12(1,5) at the core. Although the nicked-duplex systems show
minimal mean value changes from B-form, they have increased rise and twist flexibility, both at
the core and at the first neighbour. This change at the core is consistent with the structural
change of breaking the rotationally-confining helical backbone at step 5 and the extension of
effects to the first neighbour is in agreement with simulations of DNA tetranucleotide sequence
effects (76). The SXB and SXD systems show reduced flexibility changes when compared to J1,
particularly at non-core steps, with minimal propagation along the arms. The two systems show
different distributions of flexibility changes, however, indicating the effect of topology. J24 shows
less flexibility propagation out from step 5 than J1, with most changes occurring at the core,
(Figure A12†) and the softening of specific parameters also corresponds to mean-value
deviations observed in Figure A1†, i.e. softer twist in J241(1,5) and J242(1,5) than J241(2,5) and
J242(2,5) . The general flexibilities of the TA and TG steps at J242(1,5) and J241(1,5) are also
consistent with the known deformabilities of these two sequences. As in the previous section,
line plots for all absolute stiffness value measurements are included (Figures A13-16†) and
comparisons of the stiffness values from the B-form simulations with literature values are
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included (Figures A17-20†) to support the use of these values for the J24 calculations. The
results presented here support the previously reported mean value data and indicate that an
increase in base-pair step flexibility is occurring both as a consequence of topology and as a
consequence of local sequence.

Figure 2.3. The effect of junction topology on base-pair step flexibility. Deviations in the helical step
parameter stiffness constants from those of canonical B-form DNA are shown for the J1 junction systems
(left, center), the nicked duplex systems (right, top), the SXB junction systems (right, middle), and the SXD
junction systems (right, bottom). Base-pair step sequences are shown for strands A (red in isomer 1, blue
in isomer 2) and C (orange in isomer 1, green in isomer 2); the 5’ to 3’ sequence runs right to left for helix
1 and left to right for helix 2 for both isomers. Topology schematics for J11 and J12 are shown top left and
bottom left respectively. Complementary schematics for the nicked-duplex, SXB and SXD systems are
shown top right, middle right, and bottom right respectively. The inner gray line in each hexagon
2

2

represents a deviation of 1 kcal/mol.Å for the translational parameters and of 0.005 kcal/mol.deg for the
2

2

rotational parameters; the outer black line represents deviations of 2 kcal/mol.Å and 0.01 kcal/mol.deg
respectively.
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2.3.3

Base-pair step deformability is a consequence of both topology and local

sequence

In order to obtain a full description of base-pair step deformability, the off-diagonal coupling
terms of the stiffness matrix need to be considered (232). The configurational volume metric,
calculated as the product of the eigenvalues of the covariance matric in helical parameter
space, has been used to characterize both X-ray crystallography and MD data (70,232) and is
used here to summarize the relative deformabilities of all the analyzed systems. A modification
of the hexagonal plots in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 is used to compare the per-step
configurational volumes of the different topological (duplex, nicked-duplex, and singlecrossovers) and sequence (J24) variants in Figure 2.4A. The two log10 scale bar rings represent
volumes of 101 and 102 Å3deg3 respectively. The sequence-level heterogeneity in step flexibility
is immediately apparent, i.e. the flexible TA step at step 8 in isomer 1, helix 2 compared to the
rigid AT step at step 8 in isomer 2, helix 2 in all systems. The effect of changes in local
sequence can be seen in how the TG step at J11(1,6) is significantly more flexible in this location
than when moved to J12(2,4) where both have the same proximity to the junction. The increased
flexibility at J11(1,6) compared to other topological variants also indicates the significance of
topology on local DNA structure. J11(1−2,5) steps have notably lower flexibilities, by approximately
an order of magnitude, than their J12(1−2,5) equivalents with the same relative relationship present
between their N11(1−2,5) and N12(1−2,5) counterparts, though at slight lower volume values. As the
J11 isomer is known to be significantly favoured over J12 , this result is significant as it suggests a
relative energetic stability at the core in J11 and this will be further investigated in the following
section. Also, as the nicked-duplex systems show a similar pattern to the J1 isomers, this effect
is likely due to both the local sequence at the junction core and the geometric constraints
applied by the 4WJ motif. The SX systems exhibit generally smaller deformabilities at the core
than their junction and nicked-duplex equivalents, except at step 5 in isomer 2, helix 2 where
they are as flexible as their counterparts. The two systems do show distinct deformability
distributions, however, in agreement with their mean value deviations and this suggests that
their topology has an effect on local structure. The relative stability of single-crossovers, at least
in isolation, is in agreement with their extensive use in tile-based applications (36). The J24
sequence shows increased deformability in both isomers at the junction core, with little
propagation to neighbouring steps, in contrast to J1 which exhibits increased deformability up to
two neighbours from the core. The effect of local sequence can also be seen in the major
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reduction in configurational volume when the TG step J11(1,6) is changed to an AG in J241(1,6) . Line
plots of the volume values are included in Figure A20†.

Figure 2.4. Junction base sequences confer unique free energies and base-pair step deformability. (A)
The configurational volumes for all six topological variants are shown as wedges in a hexagonal plot (left).
3

3

The inner gray line in each hexagon represents a volume of 10 Å .deg ; the outer black line represents
3

3

deviations of 100 Å .deg . Topologies of the J1 and J24 junction systems are shown to the left and right of
the dotted line. Isomer 1 is shown on the top and isomer 2 on the bottom for both core sequences. Basepair step sequences are shown for strands A (red in isomer 1, blue in isomer 2) and C (orange in isomer
1, green in isomer 2); the 5’ to 3’ sequence runs right to left for helix 1 and left to right for helix 2 for both
isomers. Base-pair step sequences unique to J24 are given in parentheses. (B) Per-base internal (∆𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑇 ),
van der Waals (∆𝐸𝑉𝐷𝑊 ), gas-phase electrostatic (∆𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐸 ), polar solvation (∆𝐸𝑃 ), non-polar solvation (∆𝐸𝑁𝑃 ),
and total (∆𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇 ) free-energy differences for each chain in the J1 systems and (C) J24 systems. Chains
are colored according to the topology schematics and shaded regions represent the standard deviations
across replicas.
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2.3.4

Free energies of isomerization

The significant differences in configurational volumes between the isomers of J1 and the
comparable values for those of J24 suggest that unique atomic-level interactions are occurring
at or near the 4WJ cores. To unpack the various contributions to the junction energy of
isomerization, ∆𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 𝐸𝐼𝑠𝑜1 − 𝐸𝐼𝑠𝑜2 , the MM-PBSA end-state free-energy analysis method was
applied to structural ensembles of each isomer. Figure 2.4B shows plots of the various per-base
energy contributions to the total isomerization energy for each chain in J1. J11 is more stable
than J12 in all energy terms (∆𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑇 , ∆𝐸𝑉𝐷𝑊 , ∆𝐸𝑁𝑃 , ∆𝐸𝑃 ) except gas-phase electrostatics (∆𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐸 ),
though this is offset by the large polar-solvation energy difference to give a total energy
difference of -8.2 kcal/mol-1. It should be noted that all energy totals presented do not include
the solute entropy contribution as the quasiharmonic approximation has not converged (Figure
A22†), though these contributions would most likely favour the more deformable systems in
Figure 2.4A. The plots of ∆𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇 in Figure 2.4B show that strands I, III, and IV are all more
stable in isomer 1 at the core bases, with only strand II favouring isomer 2 at bases 7 and 8.
These two bases, along with the non-core base 6, correspond to the region of high deformability
at J11(1,5−7) around the flexible TG step in Figure 2.4A. The largest energy differences occur at
the core bases (indices 7-10) where bases are being changed from a linear configuration
(chains I + III in isomer 1, II + IV in isomer 2) into a “bent” configuration (II + IV in isomer 1, I + III
in isomer 2) though energy changes are also seen at neighbouring bases. In the J24 system the
isomers are energetically similar, with J241 being favoured in the ∆𝐸𝑉𝐷𝑊 , ∆𝐸𝑁𝑃 and ∆𝐸𝑃 terms
and J242 in ∆𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑇 and ∆𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐸 for a total energy difference of 0.4 kcal/mol. Looking at the ∆𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇
plots for J24, strands I + III favour isomer 1 at the core, while II + IV favour isomer 2. The J24
energy changes are more focused at the core than J1, consistent with the reduced deformability
of non-core bases in Figure 2.4A relative to their J1 counterparts. The data confirms that
stacking energies alone, represented by the ∆𝐸𝑉𝐷𝑊 term, are not the only interactions that
change upon isomerization as both geometric (∆𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑇 ) and electrostatic (∆𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐸 + ∆𝐸𝑃 ) factors
contribute to the total energy difference. Furthermore, the presence of electrostatic interactions
is in agreement with the previously suggested hypothesis of a sequence-dependent electrostatic
potential contributing to the isomerization energy (55,68) and is consistent with the results of
Mg2+ pulsing experiments (60).
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2.3.5

Core sequences exhibit unique junction dynamics

As DNA nanostructures are often comprised of arrays of interconnected 4WJs, knowledge of
sequence effects on global dynamics is necessary to exert a fine control over a nanodevice.
PCA was performed on the Cartesian coordinates of all the equilibrated junction data, ~2.9 μs in
total, to obtain the essential dynamical modes of an averaged 4WJ. The highest variance
modes were found to be the in-plane scissor-like motion, Jtwist (Figure 2.5A), and the rolling of
the junction arms, Jroll (Figure 2.5B). Definitions of these motions have both been reported in
crystallographic studies (22,321) and their contributions to the total variance are shown in
Figure A23†. While J12 , J241 and J242 all show predominant motion along Jtwist, J11 shows
predominant motion along Jroll. In addition, projections of the unbiased trajectories onto the two
principal modes reveal all junctions except J11 show movement to left-handed configurations
(negative twist) during the various simulation replicates (Figure 2.5C). This sequencedependent configurational heterogeneity is consistent with previous NMR studies performed on
various permutations of junction core sequence (62). Enhanced sampling along the Jtwist
eigenvector, obtained from PCA, was performed using the ABF algorithm to determine the
PMFs along this reduced coordinate in the antiparallel regime interval of [-90˚, +90˚] (55) in a
new set of biased simulations. A minimum sampling of 5 ns was performed in each bin as this
ensures that the unbiased degrees of freedom have de-correlated, where the slowest relaxation
time, that of Jroll, is ~4 ns (Figures A24† and A25†). The PMFs show that each junction has a
unique flexibility and handedness along Jtwist where J11 prefers to be right-handed, J12 shows
equal preference for right- and left-handedness, J241 prefers being left-handed, and J242 prefers
being right-handed (Figure 2.5D). The J1 isomers have very different average rolls along the
Jtwist coordinate, while the J24 isomers have fairly similar roll profiles. This result is significant as
even in the presence of equal energy isomers (J24), there can be unique sequence-dependent
global dynamics.
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Figure 2.5. Junction stacking interactions confer unique global system dynamics. (A) The eigenvector
components of the highest variance mode (Mode 1) are shown as gray arrows on a rendering of the
average meta-ensemble backbone structure, colored for isomer 1 (top) and isomer 2 (bottom). (B) The
eigenvector components of the second highest variance mode (Mode 2) are shown as gray arrows on a
rendering of the average meta-ensemble backbone structure, colored for isomer 1 (top) and isomer 2
(bottom). (C) Projections of the unbiased simulations onto these eigenvectors are shown for J1 (top row)
and J24 (bottom row). For each system projection isomer 1 is shown on the left and isomer 2 is shown on
the right. Contours are shaded according to free-energy values calculated relative to the most populated
2

bin for each system; bin areas are 0.04 Å each. Corresponding Jtwist values are shown in orange for
Mode 1. (D) Potentials of mean force, from independent ABF simulations to (C), calculated along Mode 1
for isomer 1 (black) and isomer 2 (orange) are shown for J1 (top, left) and for J24 (bottom, left); the
shaded regions represent the error calculated with Equation (2.13). The average value of Mode 2 in each
sampling bin for isomer 1 (black) and isomer 2 (orange) are shown for J1 (top, right) and for J24 (bottom,
right); the shaded regions represent the per-bin standard deviations.

2.4

CONCLUSIONS

Analyses of explicit solvent MD simulations of a reference J1 junction sequence, as well as
duplex, nicked-duplex, single-crossover, and junction-core sequence analogues, were used to
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demonstrate that asymmetric immobile 4WJs deviate from canonical B-form DNA, both in
structure and, to a larger degree, flexibility. The chemical topology and local base-pair sequence
were shown to contribute to these structural changes both in the 4WJ motif and in its topological
variants. Free-energy analyses showed that stacking, geometric, and electrostatic factors all
contribute to the energy difference between stacked junction isomers and that these
contributions can come from both core and non-core bases. The contribution of electrostatic
factors to the free-energy differences helps to explain the sensitivity of isomer bias to Mg 2+
concentration observed by Hyeon and co-workers during ionic pulsing experiments. Finally,
enhanced sampling MD revealed that junction core base stacking sequences exhibit unique and
significant global junction dynamics that are independent of isomerization energy differences. Of
particular interest was the observation that Jtwist is not the fundamental motion of J11 , with Jroll
being the major source of variance in the simulations. This may very well be the source of its
significant improvement of the tweezer nanoreactor’s planarity and function in Chapter 3.
Several tentative sequence design rules for larger DNA assemblies can be garnered
from the results contained here. Firstly, the natural deformabilities of the various B-form basepair steps are exacerbated at or near nanotechnology-relevant structural motifs. As such, if
rigidity of a nanostructure is desired, the flanking sequences of these motifs should be selected
from the more rigid purine-pyrimidine tetranucleotide sequences; should flexibility be desired,
the pyrimidine-purine tetranucleotide sequences might be preferable. At the core, certain steps
appear to be made more deformable as a consequence of geometry, irrespective of sequence,
and so energetically it may be best to select relatively flexible bases for these locations, i.e. the
pyrimidine-purine steps, with rigid bases at the other core locations; this hypothesis will require
further testing, ideally with free energy perturbation (FEP) methodologies. In Chapter 3, the
impact sequence effects have on the behaviour of actuated nanodevices will be explored.
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CHAPTER 3

RATIONAL DESIGN OF DNA-ACTUATED ENZYME NANOREACTORS GUIDED BY SINGLE
MOLECULE ANALYSIS

The control of enzymatic reactions using nanoscale DNA devices offers a powerful application
of DNA nanotechnology uniquely derived from actuation. However, previous characterization of
enzymatic reaction rates using bulk biochemical assays reported suboptimal function of DNA
devices such as tweezers. To gain mechanistic insight into this deficiency and to identify design
rules to improve their function, here we exploit the synergy of single molecule imaging and
computational modelling to characterize the three-dimensional structures and catalytic functions
of DNA tweezer-actuated nanoreactors. Our analysis revealed two important deficiencies –
incomplete closure upon actuation and conformational heterogeneity. Upon rational redesign of
the Holliday junctions located at their hinge and arms, we found that the DNA tweezers could be
more completely and uniformly closed. A novel single molecule enzyme assay was developed
to demonstrate that our design improvements yield significant, independent enhancements in
the fraction of active enzyme nanoreactors and their individual substrate turnover frequencies.
The sequence-level design strategies explored here may aid more broadly in improving the
performance of DNA-based nanodevices including biological and chemical sensors.
†

Supplementary information is located in Appendix B: DNA sequences, assembly, and bulk

characterization of all tweezers; details of smFRET characterization of tweezers; additional AFM
images; detailed results of MD simulations; bulk measurement of tweezer-scaffolded G6pDH
activity; and single molecule measurements of tweezer-scaffolded G6pDH activity.

The work in this chapter is currently under review at Nanoscale as:
Soma Dhakal, Matthew R. Adendorff, Minghui Liu, Hao Yan, Mark Bathe, Nils G. Walter,
“Rational design of DNA-actuated enzyme nanoreactors guided by single molecule analysis”
Author contributions
S.D. designed, performed and analyzed the smFRET and single molecule enzyme assays,
M.R.A. designed, performed and analyzed the MD simulations. M.L. performed and analyzed
the enzyme-tweezer assembly, bulk enzyme assays, and AFM imaging. S.D., N.G.W., M.R.A.
and M.B. conceived of redesigning the tweezer HJs. All authors wrote the manuscript.
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

Supramolecular DNA nanodevices driven by external signals such as strand displacement or
environmental chemical cues enable actuation of nanoscale reactions with precise spatial
control (45,105,106,341-346). DNA tweezers are such prototypical nanomachines that enable
actuation in response to their environment for applications ranging from DNA-templated
chemical coupling reactions (347), pH-sensing to monitor cellular trafficking (348), actuated
protein capture (349), and enzyme nanoreactors (14). While these nanodevices have potentially
broad utility, their performance is often found to be suboptimal when compared with idealized
expectations. However, the field of DNA nanotechnology is largely driven by the need for
improved engineering rather than molecular understanding to inform device design. For
example, while a glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6pDH)/NAD+ enzyme/cofactor pair at
the ends of the two arms of the DNA tweezer-actuated enzyme nanoreactor can be activated
and inhibited repeatedly, the relative enhancement between the two states was previously found
to be under 6-fold (14). In an effort to understand and resolve the basis of this relatively modest
enhancement observed in bulk solution, we turned to single molecule imaging and analysis as a
powerful means for studying nanoscale structure-function relationships in the underlying DNA
tweezer (350,351).
The field of DNA nanotechnology broadly utilizes DNA nanodevices comprised of single
and double crossover motifs composed of Holliday junctions (HJs), for which a systematic study
of structure-function relationships is currently lacking. The DNA tweezer is archetypal in that its
two arms are each composed of two HJs that are connected by a single HJ hinge (Figure 3.1a).
Combining single molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET), atomic force
microscopy (AFM), and MD simulations, we here have dissected the sequence-level origins of
the sub-optimal performance of our DNA tweezer-actuated enzyme nanoreactors. Introducing a
structure-guided rational design strategy, we improved tweezer closure and tweezer-actuated
enzyme function by implementing modifications to both the hairpin actuator and architectural HJ
elements. Most significantly, we found that the specific sequences of the HJs significantly
modulate the inter-arm distance and conformational heterogeneity of the tweezer, which both
can be reduced by a simple sequence redesign. These rational design strategies provide
general guidelines for improving DNA nanodevices for an enhancement of their performance in
future applications.
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3.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The original DNA tweezer (14,349) is composed of nine DNA oligonucleotides (Figure 3.1a,
Tables S1-S6† in Appendix B.1) that self-assemble to form two tweezer “arms” composed of DX
motifs connected by a single immobile HJ ‘hinge’. A single-stranded actuator element bridges
the middle of the two arms and cycles between double-helix and hairpin conformations upon
addition of fuel and antifuel strands that open and close the tweezer, respectively (Figure 3.1a).
To characterize tweezer actuation and quantify its closed-state conformation, we used smFRET
to monitor surface-immobilized single tweezers by total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy (TIRFM) upon attachment of a Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophore pair to the ends of the
tweezer arms via deoxy(d)T3 and dT4 tails, respectively (Figure 3.1a, see Experimental and
Appendix B.2 for smFRET experiments). The FRET pair was thus situated near the attachment
sites of enzyme and cofactor to estimate their distance via the FRET efficiency. The initial
construct contained an actuator element with three-thymine (3T) spacers flanking each side of a
3-base pair (3bp) stem capped by a 13-nt loop(14,349) (Figure 3.1a and S1†). While the
opened-state showed a single, zero-FRET conformation (Figure 3.1b), closure of the 3T3bp
tweezer typically yielded two distinct FRET conformations of approximately 0 and 0.2,
corresponding to inter-arm distances (IADFRET) of >10 and ~6.3 ± 0.2 nm (Figure B7†, see
Experimental for IAD estimation), respectively, that only slowly interconverted (Figure 3.1c and
S8†). The zero-FRET sub-population diminished upon increase in antifuel strand concentration,
identifying it as tweezers remaining unclosed despite the presence of excess antifuel strand
(Figure B9†). AFM quantitatively supported the notion that the 3T3bp tweezer can be closed
only to an IAD of ~6.3 nm (Experimental, Figure B18† in Appendix B.3). To gain sequence-level
insight into possible structural origins for the large IAD in the closed-state, we performed allatom MD simulations, as described in Experimental and Section B.4, of a model 3T3bp tweezer
in solution under experimental conditions. The 13-nt closing loop of the hairpin actuator was
excluded in all MD simulations due to its long equilibration time. However, we observed that the
included hairpin stem remains fully formed throughout our simulations, indicating that excluding
its closing loop does not make a significant difference in the IADMD observed. Results revealed
that the tweezer arms splay in a three-dimensional manner that is facilitated by the long and
flexible three-thymine spacers that bridge the actuating hairpin, resulting in a predicted mean
IADMD of 5.3 nm (Figure 3.1d, Movie SM1†). This structural origin of the observed incomplete
closure offers a straightforward explanation for the limited bulk activity enhancement observed
for an enzyme juxtaposed with its cofactor at the ends of the two arms of the nanoreactor (14)
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(Figure B25†, S26† and Table B10†).To force improved closure of the tweezer, we redesigned
the 3T3bp architecture by eliminating the thymine spacers and hairpin entirely in a 0T0bp
construct. While this redesign was anticipated to bring the tweezer arms into the closest
possible proximity upon closure, smFRET characterization revealed even poorer closure
(IADFRET = 6.8 ± 0.1 nm, Figure B10†) that MD simulations indicated is due to inter-arm twisting
from crossover strain induced in this square-lattice design (IADMD = 4.7 nm, Figure B21†, Movie
SM2†). Similar results of DNA distortion in DNA nanodevices designed on a cubic lattice that
does not match the regular helical pitch of 10.5 bp/turn of B-form DNA have been observed in
other contexts (2,352), but to the best of our knowledge never at the single HJ level, as
observed here.
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Figure 3.1. Single molecule characterization of DNA tweezer conformation. (a) Experimental strategy for
smFRET. Top panel depicts the surface immobilization of biotin-modified DNA tweezer on a
PEG/streptavidin coated quartz slide. The hairpin actuator is boxed and other sturctureal elements are
highlighted. The bottom panel depicts the opening and closing cycles of a DNA tweezer actuated by fuel
and antifuel strands, respectively. The sequence details of the hairpin actuator ‘3T3bp’ in the bottom
panel summarize our nomenclature of the tweezer used in this study. (b) Typical smFRET time traces for
the opened-state tweezer. The overlaid black and cyan traces are nfilter and HMM idealized data,
respectively. (c) Typical smFRET time traces for static (top panel, 72% molecules) and dynamic (bottom
panel, 28% molecules) closed-state tweezers, determined by HMM analysis over 100 s total observation
time. Only molecules with active FRET acceptor (confirmed at the end of each experiment by direct
excitation with a 640-nm red laser) were used for analysis. The right-hand panels in b and c depict the
corresponding FRET probability distributions for the molecules shown. Imaging was performed at 100 ms
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camera integration time. (d) Two representative orthogonal views of a typical molecular conformation from
MD, corresponding to an IADMD of 5.3 nm (left), with the probability distribution of mean, µ3T3bp (right).
The IADMD of 5.3 nm is highlighted by double-sided arrows in the orthogonal views of the tweezer.

To relieve this lattice strain we instead introduced single-thymine spacers intervening each
tweezer arm of the actuating hairpin (Figure B1†), which has previously been suggested to
mitigate inter-duplex strain.(31,353) MD simulation confirmed improved closure of a tweezer
containing single-thymine spacers (1T0bp) that relieved inter-arm distortion present in the
0T0bp construct (Figure 3.2a, S21† and S22†, Movies SM2† and SM3†). Experimental
implementation using a 1T3bp tweezer redesign confirmed substantial improvement of the
closed-state, as evidenced by 30% higher mean FRET (Figure 3.2b). However, a significant
low-FRET population in the closed-state remained together with conformational heterogeneity
and slow interconversion dynamics (Figure B11†). We interpret the observed slow FRET
fluctuations as interconversion dynamics of the tweezer, rather than effects on the dye
photophysics, since they varied with the tweezer design (discussed later; compare, for example,
the FRET dynamics in Figure B13† and S15†) without any obvious change in the local dye
environment. Because DNA hairpins are known to exhibit heterogeneity in their conformational
dynamics, next we tested whether ineffective closing and actuation of the tweezer could be
improved by redesign of the actuating hairpin itself. In particular, we hypothesized that the 3bp
duplex stem may be insufficient to retain the tweezer in the closed-state, so we extended it to a
4bp or 5bp stem to enhance its predicted thermodynamic stability (Figure 3.2b, c and S1†). Both
the 1T4bp and 1T5bp architectures indeed resulted in improved closure, manifest in shifts
towards higher FRET populations in the closed-state that were well supported by AFM (Figure
3.2b-d). However, the 1T5bp design exhibited considerably higher heterogeneity than the other
constructs (Figure B13†) and did not fully open upon fuel-strand addition (Figure 3.2b),
presumably because the fuel-strand less efficiently competes with the thermodynamically most
stable 5bp hairpin. Thus, the 1T4bp design was optimal amongst the set explored, although
conformational heterogeneity was not eliminated by this actuator element (Figure 3.4b and
S12†).
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Figure 3.2. Optimization of the hairpin actuator element improves tweezer closure. (a) Two orthogonal
views of a typical conformation corresponding to the mean IAD MD of 3.3 nm of the lower subpopulation
(highlighted by black double-arrows) and the full IADMD distribution (right), predicted using MD of the
tweezer with only a single-thymine spacer and no hairpin (1T0bp), showing a substantially reduced IAD MD
compared with the three-thymine spacer (3T3bp) and zero-thymine (0T0bp) spacer. (b) FRET probability
distributions of closed-state and reopened tweezers containing different hairpin linkers―‘3T3bp’, ‘1T3bp’,
‘1T4bp’, and ‘1T5bp’. (c) AFM visualization of opened-state (top panel) and closed-state (bottom panel)
tweezers. Scale bar is 100 nm. The zoom-in images of the tweezers (42 nm × 42 nm are shown) are
placed in the same order as they (highlighted by boxes) appear from left to right in the field of view.
†

†

Please see Figure B18 and S19 for an expanded field of view. (d) IAD distributions of both closed-state
(solid lines) and opened-state (dotted lines) tweezers as measured from AFM images (IAD AFM, top panel)
and closed-state tweezers measured by smFRET (IADFRET, bottom panel). The gray background guides
the eye for comparing IADs of closed tweezers measured by AFM and smFRET. The populations to the
right of the dotted line represent opened-state tweezers observed by AFM (top panel), whereas the
corresponding IADFRET is beyond the sensitivity of smFRET (and observed as zero-FRET; bottom panel).

Conformational heterogeneity and long-timescale interconversion dynamics have been
characterized previously for immobile HJs (62). Specifically, single HJs were observed by
smFRET to exhibit differential thermodynamic preference for their two distinct isomeric states,
iso-I and iso-II, with slow interconversion rates that depend strongly on ionic conditions
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(60,354). Indeed, smFRET of HJ1 isolated from our tweezer and fluorophore labeled to
distinguish the isomers (Figure 3.1a and B14†) showed a preference for adopting iso-II that
would be detrimental to the desired closing of the tweezer arms (Figure B14†). Immobile HJ
sequences employed in structural DNA nanotechnology have previously been enumerated (53),
with the J1 sequence of Seeman and co-workers exhibiting a strong preference for the
preferable iso-I conformation (355). While numerous core sequences of HJs have been
investigated conformationally in isolation (60,354,356), as done here for HJ1 (Figure B14†), the
impact of these dynamics on higher-order programmed DNA assemblies composed of multiple
such junctions have not been analyzed systematically. In fact, while the original tweezer design
consisted of five immobile HJs (Figure 3.1a), none were chosen to be the J1 sequence in its
stable isomer. We therefore hypothesized that replacing the HJs with the stable J1 junction
designed to be in its preferred proximal iso-I state may further improve tweezer closing.
Because HJ1 serves as the tweezer hinge, we first redesigned it to be in the iso-I
conformation, which significantly reduced the heterogeneity in the tweezer population (Figure
3.3a). Subsequent redesign of all five HJs resulted in an additional substantial shift towards
higher mean FRET (the IADFRET decreased to 4.4 ± 0.2 nm; Figure 3.3a, S15† and S16†). As a
negative control, we redesigned HJ1 to adopt its iso-II isomer, which resulted in a shift to a lowFRET region with increased conformational heterogeneity (Figure 3.3a), as anticipated. We next
imaged both the opened- and closed-state of the fully redesigned tweezer with AFM (Figure
3.3b) and found that the mean IADAFM of the closed tweezers decreased to 4.1 ± 0.3 nm (Figure
B20†). MD simulation indicated that redesign of all five HJs resulted in a planar tweezer
conformation that also brings the arms into closer proximity (Figure 3.3c, S23† and S24†, Table
B9, Movies SM4† and SM5†). This flattening correlates with Jtwist values for the junctions
adopting distributions that are on average closer to zero (Figure 3.3d). MD simulations
additionally suggested that the dye-linked dT tails play an important role in stabilizing the highFRET conformation via an inter-tail interaction across the arms (Figure B24†). This interaction
was enhanced in the construct with the redesigned HJs, suggesting cooperativity with flattening
of the overall tweezer conformation. Addition of excess of dA5 oligonucleotides in solution
resulted in a shift towards lower FRET (Figure B17†), consistent with this hypothetical inter-tail
stabilization.
To investigate how the preceding architectural redesign improves catalytic function, we
coupled the two arms of three representative tweezer designs – 3T3bp (original), 1T4bp
(actuator-optimized), and 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (1T4bp with all five HJs redesigned to adopt iso-I) –
with the enzyme G6pDH and its cofactor NAD+ to generate DNA-tweezer actuated nanoreactors
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(14). Utilizing a PMS/resazurin coupled reaction we monitored the G6pDH activity in bulk
solution by fluorescence (Figure 3.4a, Appendix B.5). Compared to the original 3T3bp
nanoreactor, 1T4bp enhanced the reaction rate

Figure 3.3. Redesigned Holliday junctions improve tweezer closure. (a) FRET probability distribution of
redesigned 1T4bp tweezers. The HJ hinge was redesigned to favor iso-I (1T4bp-HJ1-iso-I)), iso-II
(1T4bp-HJ1-iso-II), or all five HJs were redesigned to favor iso-I (1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I). (b) AFM visualization
of opened- and closed-state tweezers with all five HJs redesigned. Scale bar is 100 nm. The zoom-in
images of the tweezers (42 nm × 42 nm are shown) are placed in the same order as they (highlighted by
boxes) appear from left to right in the field of view. (c) Two orthogonal views of a typical conformation
corresponding to the mean IADMD of 1.1 nm of the lower subpopulation (highlighted by black doublearrows) of the ‘1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I’ tweezer (left) and the corresponding IADMD distribution compared with
the three earlier designs as indicated (right; dotted lines represent their means, µ). (d) Reduction in
individual Jtwist angles in tweezer 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I (red) compared with the original junction design 1T3bp
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(black; dotted lines represent the means, µ, and solid, thick black lines highlight a Jtwist angle of 0˚, which
correspond to the planar conformation). Compared with the original design, the mean Jtwist angles of all
but HJ2 are shifted (arrows) closer to 0˚ in the redesigned tweezer.

by ~2-fold, whereas 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I enhanced the rate by ~3-fold (Figure 3.4b, Figure B25†
and S26†). To probe the mechanism underlying these enhancements, we optimized our
fluorescent assay to reach single molecule sensitivity when detected by TIRFM (Figure B27† in
Appendix B.6). Since the diffusion of resorufin is rather fast, 10% (w/v) PEG8000 in the imaging
buffer (see Experimental for an estimation of the diffusion coefficient and elapsed time of
resorufin) was used to detect single catalytic turnovers at 35 ms camera integration time in the
form of single fluorescence spikes (357) (Figure 3.4c and S27†). We note that due to the low
concentration of resazurin (50 nM, Table B11†) used to avoid a high background, a slow
turnover rate and low, easily detected spike frequency are expected (Figure B27† and S28†).
Compared to a control without substrate, the fluorescence spikes were noticeably more frequent
(Figure 3.4c). After applying an empirical intensity threshold to distinguish from noise (Figure
B27†), we found that only a subset (~20%) of 3T3bp nanoreactors were active (Figure 3.4d).
This observation is likely due to heterogeneity in enzyme orientation on the tweezer arm due to
non-specific lysine-DNA conjugation. We note that controlling the enzyme orientation on the
nanodevice is not trivial and will have to await future developments. In addition, due to the low
concentration of resazurin used (50 nM, Table B11†) and our empirically informed intensity
threshold to determine the fraction of active molecules, it is likely that we have excluded some
minimally active nanoreactors. However, our relative comparison of the fraction of active
enzymes among different tweezer designs is independent of such technical limitations.
Accordingly, increasing numbers of nanoreactors became active with improved closure: 28% for
1T4bp and 32% for 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (Figure 3.4d). The average spike frequency per molecule
was similar (0.021 s-1) for the 3T3bp and 1T4bp tweezers and increased to 0.024 s-1 for 1T4bp5HJs-iso-I (Figure B29†). We further discovered bursting among these spikes that we dissected
by spike train analysis (358) (Figure B29†), plotting the cumulative population distribution of
inter-spike intervals (ISIs) for each tweezer design normalized to the total fraction of active
nanoreactors (Figure 3.4e). These data were best fitted with double-exponentials, revealing (at
least) two populations: one with a relatively short average ISI (τ1), the other with a relatively
longer average ISI (τ2). In accord with previous single molecule studies of enzymes
(357,359,360), we interpret these two populations as distinct enzyme conformational sub-states.
The population with short ISIs corresponds to enzymes in an optimal catalytic conformation
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(Figure 3.4f), whereas the population of longer ISIs corresponds to enzymes in non-optimal,
catalytically less active conformations (Figure B30†). Strikingly, the mean short ISI (τ1), or wait
time between catalytic events of highly active enzymes, did not change from the 3T3bp to the
1T4bp tweezer, but decreased (from 2.7 ± 0.2 s for 1T4bp to 2.0 ± 0.2 s for 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I)
with the redesigned HJs of 1T4bp (Figure 3.4f). Our single molecule observations thus suggest
that we have discovered two independent mechanisms for improving nanoreactor performance:
(i) a greater number of nanoreactors reach the critical IAD distance needed for activating their
coupled enzyme with its cofactor due to improved closure upon optimized design of the actuator
hairpin; and (ii) more frequent substrate turnover is achieved when stabilizing interarm tail-tail
interactions are implemented that lead to straighter tweezer arms resulting from improved HJ
sequence design.
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Figure 3.4. Characterization of enzyme nanoreactor activity in bulk and at the single molecule level using
+

a G6pDH/NAD enzyme/cofactor pair. (a) Detection of enzyme activity is enabled by a PMS/resazurin
+

coupled assay in which the NAD is reduced to NADH by G6pDH, followed by PMS-catalyzed electron
transfer from NADH to resazurin to produce the fluorescent resorufin. (b) Relative bulk activity of the
+

G6pDH/NAD -coupled original (3T3bp), linker-optimized (1T4bp), and junction-redesigned (1T4bp-5HJsiso-I) tweezers. (c) Time traces for single nanoreactors with different tweezer designs. Each resorufin
conversion leads to a single fluorescent spike. Five random 5-min-long traces from each tweezers were
concatenated. The alternating gray and light-gray pattern highlights individual molecules in the
concatenated traces. The horizontal dotted-lines represent an intensity threshold (chosen as mean +
8×standard deviation, SD). (d) Fraction of all enzyme nanoreactors of a particular tweezer design
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producing fluorescent spikes above the threshold (≥4 spikes above the dotted line in panel c). For the
“Neg. Control” lacking G6p, an average from all three tweezer designs is reported. (e) Cumulative
frequency of the inter-spike interval (ISI). These data are best fitted with double-exponential increase
functions, yielding two time constants (τ1 and τ2). (f) Comparison of the short ISIs (τ1) extracted from the
plot in panel e, reflecting the most active enzyme sub-states. Please note that the negative control shows
a ~2.5-fold longer ISI from spontaneously generated resorufin. The 1T4bp tweezers with all HJs
redesigned (1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I) demonstrated the shortest ISI (*P < 0.05 and ** P < 0.05).

3.3

EXPERIMENTAL

3.3.1

Materials

3.3.1.1 Enzyme

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6pDH, Leuconostoc mesenteroides) was purchased
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).

3.3.1.2 DNA oligonucleotides

All modified and unmodified DNA oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA
technologies (IDT, Coralville, IA, USA). Cy3- and Cy5-labeled oligonucleotides were HPLCpurified by the manufacturer.

3.3.1.3 Crosslinking reagents

N-Succinimidyl 3-(2-pyridyldithio)-propionate (SPDP) was ordered from Pierce. Disuccinimidyl
suberate (DSS), N,N-Diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA), and Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were
purchased from Sigma. NAD+ β-Nicotinamide-N6-(2-aminoethyl) adenine dinucleotide (6AENAD+ or AE-NAD+) was ordered from BIOLOG (Bremen, Germany). Unmodified NAD+ was
ordered from Sigma.

3.3.1.4 Substrates and activity assay reagents

Glucose-6-phosphate (G6p), resazurin (RESA), and phenazine methosulfate (PMS) were
purchased from Sigma.
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3.3.2

Design, assembly, and bulk characterization of DNA tweezers

3.3.2.1 DNA tweezer design
The detailed sequences of the DNA tweezers are shown in Tables B1-S5†. The computer
program of Tiamat (http://yanlab.asu.edu/Resources.html) was used to facilitate the structure
design. The design is based on one previously described (14) except that TB1 is labeled with
biotin at 3' end.

3.3.2.2 Denaturing PAGE purification of oligonucleotides

Oligonucleotides purchased from IDT were purified using the same method as described (361).

3.3.2.3 DNA tweezer assembly
The DNA strands constituting each DNA structure were mixed in 1×TAE-Mg2+ buffer (40 mM
Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 2 mM EDTA and 12.5 mM magnesium acetate, pH 8.0) to reach a final
concentration of 0.5 µM per strand, except for the NAD+-conjugated DNA strands, which were
added to the mixture at a final concentration of 0.75 µM, and the fuel strands, which were added
at a final concentration of 1 µM. All samples were annealed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler using
an annealing protocol as described (14). The formation of the DNA structures was characterized
by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). For single molecule measurements,
tweezer samples were further purified by running a 5% native PAGE for 2 h at a constant
voltage of 200 V; the major bands representing assembled DNA tweezers were visualized by
UV-shadowing and cut from the gel, chopped into small pieces, and incubated for 1 h in 1×TAEMg2+ buffer. The DNA nanostructures were extracted from the gel pieces by centrifugation at
8,000 rpm for 10 min using a Costar Spin X filtration device (Corning, cellulose acetate
membrane with 0.22 µm size). DNA nanostructures were collected in 1×TAE-Mg2+ buffer and
concentrations were measured by UV absorbance at 260 nm using the extinction coefficient
(Table B6†) estimated by the IDT Biophysics analyzer (http://biophysics.idtdna.com). Samples
for bulk measurements were assembled with regular T3 and TP8 strands without fluorescent
dyes. Samples for single molecule measurements were assembled with Cy3/ Cy5- labeled
strands.
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3.3.2.4 Isolated Holliday junction (HJ) assembly
The isolated Holliday junction “hinge” (HJ1) was assembled similarly to the DNA tweezers. The
detailed sequence is provided in Table B5†. The T5 strand was modified with biotin to enable
surface capture for single molecule experiments. In Labeling Scheme-I, the T3 and T6 strands
were modified with Cy3 and Cy5, respectively. In Labeling Scheme-II, the TP2 and T6 strands
were modified with Cy3 and Cy5, respectively.

3.3.2.5 Preparation, purification, and characterization of protein-DNA conjugates

Preparation, SPDP crosslinking conjugation, FPLC purification and characterization steps of
protein-DNA conjugates were the same as described (361). The protocol was optimized to
purify protein with two conjugated DNA oligonucleotides.
3.3.2.6 Preparation, purification and characterization of NAD+-DNA conjugates

The method for the conjugation and HPLC purification was similar to that reported in previous
publications (14,361).

3.3.2.7 Protein-DNA tweezer assembly and purification

As described in a previous publication (14), a 3-fold molar excess of oligonucleotide-conjugated
G6pDH was added to the pre-annealed tweezer structures and mixed well. Proteins were
assembled by using a 1-h annealing protocol: the temperature was decreased from 37 ℃ to 10
℃ and held at 4 ℃ using the established protocol (14). Excess G6pDH-oligonucleotide was
removed using monomeric avidin resin (Pierce) and biotin-labeled tweezers; the protein was
eluted with 2 mM biotin at a recovery yield of ~30%.

3.3.2.8 Native gel characterization of the purified assembly

3% non-denaturing PAGE was performed at room temperature over 2-2.5 h at a constant
voltage of 200 V, and the gel subsequently stained with ethidium bromide. The purified proteinDNA tweezers were quantified by absorbance at 260 nm and concentrations were calculated
with estimated extinction coefficients (Table B6†).
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3.3.3

Single molecule FRET (smFRET) characterization of DNA tweezers

3.3.3.1 Preparation of tweezers for smFRET

DNA tweezers containing Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophores on separate arms were prepared to
monitor the opening and closing by smFRET. The tweezer was biotinylated on the TB1 strand to
allow immobilization on streptavidin-coated microscope slides for single molecule study. Please
see above for the tweezer assembly protocol.

3.3.3.2 Preparation of microscope slides and execution of smFRET experiments

PEGylated quartz slides were prepared using previously published procedures (362). Briefly,
the slides were reacted with aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) in acetone for 30 min to
generate an amino-functionalized surface followed by a 3-h reaction with a 10:1 mixture of
succinimidyl ester–functionalized O-methyl-PEG and biotin-PEG. The remaining unreacted
amines on the quartz slides were removed by adding sulfo-disuccinimidyl tartrate for 30 min. A
single flow-channel per slide was assembled using double-sided sticky tape and a glass
coverslip. We added a solution of 0.2 mg ml-1 streptavidin in 1×T50 buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH
7.5, 50 mM NaCl) to the channel and incubated for ~3 min at room temperature to capture DNA
tweezers via the biotin/streptavidin interaction.

3.3.3.3 smFRET analysis

Unless otherwise noted, the doubly labeled DNA tweezers (~5 nM) were incubated with ~0.5-1
µM antifuel or fuel strand in 5 µL 1×TAE-Mg2+ buffer for ~5 min at room temperature to
close/reopen the tweezer. The sample was further diluted to a concentration of 20-100 pM in
imaging buffer (1×TAE-Mg2+), flowed into the channel and incubated for 2-3 min. Excess
tweezer and fuel/antifuel strands were removed by flowing 300-400 µL imaging buffer through
the channel. For the polyA experiment, the FRET movie of the closed tweezer was recorded
with 1 µM polyA oligonucleotide added to the imaging buffer. The imaging buffer containing
oxygen scavenger system (OSS) composed of 50 nM protocatechuate dioxygenase (PCD,
Sigma), 5 mM protocatechuate (PCA, Sigma) and 2 mM Trolox (Acros) to retard
photobleaching.(361) In the total internal reflection microscope (TIRFM), Cy3 was directly
excited using a 532 nm laser (CrystaLaser CL532-050-L, 50 mW), and emission from Cy3 and
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Cy5 fluorophores was simultaneously recorded using an intensified CCD camera (iPentamax,
Princeton Instruments) at 100 ms time resolution. The presence of an active FRET acceptor
was confirmed at the end of each experiment by the excitation with a 640-nm red laser
(Coherent CUBE 635-25C, 25 mW) as described (361). The smFRET analysis of isolated
Holliday junction was performed similarly except that a smaller field of view (80 × 256 pixels)
was imaged to achieve 16 ms time resolution.
Figure B6† shows representative fields of view from the smFRET experiments of
different tweezers. smFRET time traces were extracted from the raw movie files using customwritten IDL (Research Systems) and analyzed using Matlab (The Math Works) scripts, as
previously described (361). The smFRET trajectories were screened for subsequent analysis
based on the following expected features (361): single-step photobleaching; total fluorescence
of Cy3 and Cy5 exceeding 300 counts/frame; and evidence of both Cy3 and Cy5 signal. A
FRET value was calculated as IA/(IA+ID), where IA and ID represent the background corrected
fluorescence intensities of the acceptor (Cy5) and donor (Cy3) fluorophores, respectively (362).
The raw fluorescence intensity traces were processed using a non-linear filtering program
adapted from published approaches (363,364). Such nfilter analysis is useful to resolve
underlying populations in broadly distributed FRET data that may otherwise be masked by
noise. A set of casual and anti-casual predictors [2 4 6 8] running forward and backward in time,
respectively, were used to smooth the donor and acceptor traces. A window size (M) of 20 was
used for the analysis (363). Smoothed FRET traces were then calculated from smoothed donor
and acceptor intensities as described above. FRET histograms were constructed from the first
1,000 frames of the nfiltered data of each molecule. The mean FRET values were obtained by
Gaussian fitting of the FRET histogram.
Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM) of smFRET traces was performed for the first 100 s
observation time as described (362). We used a two-state model for all tweezers except for
1T5bp (due to its inter-conversion to three FRET states, a three-state model was used instead)
to idealize the FRET data. Transition Occupancy Density Plots (TODPs) were then obtained
from the idealized data using custom written Matlab scripts (362). The HMM analysis was also
used to count static/dynamic molecules.
For estimation of IAD from smFRET data (IADFRET), please see ‘Inter-arm distance (IAD)
estimations’ below.
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3.3.4

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of DNA tweezers

3.3.4.1 AFM imaging protocol

2 µL samples were deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica surface (Ted Pella, Inc.) and left to
adsorb for 2 min. 50 µL of 1× TAE-Mg2+ buffer was added to the sample, followed by 0.5 µL 100
mM Ni2+ to enhance DNA adsorption onto the mica. The samples were scanned using a
SCANASYST-FLUID+ probe (Bruker, Inc.) in “Scanasyst in fluid” mode on a Multimode 5 AFM
with Nanoscope V controller (Bruker Corporation). All AFM imaging was performed in solution at
room temperature. For estimation of IAD from AFM images (IADAFM), please see ‘Inter-arm
distance (IAD) estimations’ below.
3.3.5

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of DNA tweezers

3.3.5.1 Preparation of all-atom tweezer models

The sequence topology of the tweezer base-plate, comprising all bps not in the hairpin or dye
linker motifs, was defined using the software caDNAno (42). The three-dimensional mechanical
ground-state conformation was subsequently calculated and atomic structure generated using
the finite element based modelling framework CanDo (21,43), assuming anti-parallel Holliday
junctions (HJ). DNA duplexes were assumed to have geometrical and mechanical properties
consistent with B-form DNA. Axial rise per bp was equal to 0.34 nm, duplex diameter 1.85 nm in
order to ensure crossovers were consistent with known HJ atomic structure13, and 10.5 bp/turn
was assumed. The axial stretching, bending, and torsional stiffnesses were assumed to be
equal to 1100 pN, 230 pNnm2 and 460 pNnm2, respectively (43). The all-atom PDB file
generated using the atomic structure generation option in CanDo (22) was subsequently ionized
and solvated in preparation for molecular dynamics. Thymine linkers, when present, were added
by extending the pertinent strands using DS Visualizer’s Macromolecules Toolkit (365). Details
of the modifications to attach the different hairpin motifs are described in Appendix B.4. The allatom system was immersed in TIP3P (322) water and explicit Mg2+ and Cl- ions were added to
neutralize DNA charges and set the simulation cell Mg2+ ion concentration to 12.5 mM,
consistent with experimental conditions.
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3.3.5.2 Explicit solvent MD

All simulations were performed using the program NAMD2 (324) with CHARMM27 force field
(168,201) and Allnér Mg2+ parameters (325) with an integration time step of 2 fs and periodic
boundary conditions applied in an orthogonal simulation cell. Van der Waals energies were
calculated using a 1.2 nm cut-off with a switching function applied from 1.0 to 1.2 nm. The
Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method (326) was used to calculate full electrostatics with a
minimum grid point density of one per 0.1 nm. Full electrostatic forces were computed every two
time steps (equal to 4 fs) and non-bonded forces were calculated at each time step (2 fs).
Simulations were performed in the NpT ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston
method (327,366) for pressure control with an oscillation period of 200 fs and a damping time of
100 fs. Langevin forces (198) were applied to all heavy atoms for temperature control (300 K)
with coupling coefficients of five per picosecond. All hydrogens were constrained to their
equilibrium lengths during the simulation and system configurations were recorded every 1 ps
for downstream analysis of coordinates. Energy minimization was always performed on the
orthogonal simulation cell prior to dynamics using the conjugate-gradient and line minimizer
implemented in NAMD2, first on the solvent and ions alone for 10,000 steps with all nucleic acid
atoms spatially constrained, followed by an additional 10,000 steps with all atoms
unconstrained. All parameters for the minimization were identical to those used for dynamics.
The system was then slowly heated (1 K per 10 ps) to 300 K and the pressure was allowed to
equilibrate to 1 atm prior to production run MD.

3.3.5.3 Atomic distance calculations
The distance metric used to monitor temporal tweezer arm fluctuations (IADMD, see ‘Inter-arm
distance (IAD) estimations’ below for further details) is defined as the distance between the O5'
atoms of the 5' end bases of the duplex segments of the T3 and T8 strands. Distances were
calculated using the ProDy (337) suite of trajectory analysis functions. A Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) was used to fit Gaussian distributions to each subpopulation in the data and the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (367) was used to select the best-fitting number of
Gaussians.
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3.3.5.4 Calculation of HJ Jtwist values from MD simulations
Inter-duplex crossing angles, Jtwist (321) corresponding to the five in-plane scissor motions of
each HJ were calculated at each trajectory frame for each tweezer. For each junction, the
duplex arms were defined using the five bps flanking the strand crossover site on either side of
the junction, for a total duplex arm length of 10 bps. Local base-pair reference frames were fit to
every bp of each arm using the program Curves+ (73) to generate a helical axis for each arm.
Two linear axis vectors were then generated by fitting a three-dimensional vector through the
helical axis nodes. The dihedral angle between the resulting two linear vectors was used to
define Jtwist, where a positive value denotes a right-handed conformation and a negative value
denotes a left-handed conformation. A GMM and the BIC were again used to fit multiple
Gaussians to the subpopulations in the angle distributions from simulation.
3.3.6

Inter-arm distance (IAD) estimations

smFRET, AFM and MD each lead to slightly distinct estimates of the IAD due to the inherent
differences in the nature of the underlying data (see our description below). Our aim was to
make the IADs as comparable with one another as possible, by calculating them as follows.
Nevertheless, a small variation (~0.5-1 nm) of the estimated IAD is expected between three
different datasets.

3.3.6.1 IAD from smFRET (IADFRET)
The IADFRET (equivalent to the inter-dye distance, R) and the apparent FRET efficiency, Eapp,
were calculated as described (368,369) from the equations:
𝐼𝐶𝑦5

𝐸𝑎𝑝𝑝 =

𝐼𝐶𝑦5 + 𝐼𝐶𝑦3 ×

(∅𝐶𝑦5 × 𝜂𝐶𝑦5 )
(∅𝐶𝑦3 × 𝜂𝐶𝑦3 )

𝐸𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 𝑐[1 + (𝑅/𝑅0 )6 ]−1

(3.1)

(3.2)

where c = 0.69, R0 = 54 Å, and φ and η signify the fluorophores quantum yields and detector
channel efficiencies (368,369) respectively. The donor and acceptor intensities ICy3 and ICy5,
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respectively, were corrected for leakage of 20% of donor photons into the acceptor channel.
Since we compared FRET values among different tweezer designs without altering local
environment of the dyes, use of a literature value of R0 is justified.
3.3.6.2 IAD from AFM images

AFM images were analyzed with Veeco NanoScope Analysis software 1.20 (Build
R1Sr3.64571). Original images were first flattened to fit each line individually to center data (0th
order), remove tilt (1st order) and remove bow (2nd, 3rd order). The Measure tool built in Image
Window was utilized to manually analyze the IADAFM between the inner ends of two arms.
Smaller view areas were zoomed in with Data Zoom tool and moved to all scanning areas with
the Pan tool.
The conformational sub-states of the closed tweezers observed by smFRET (Figure
3.2b) were not very obvious in the IADAFM histograms (Figure 3.2d and S20†). This is probably
due to surface perturbation of the tweezer conformation due to the tight mica interaction.
However, for a given tweezer, the overall distribution of IADAFM and IADFRET were comparable
when the distances were binned equally to 0.5 nm (Figure 3.2d).

3.3.6.3 IAD from MD simulation (IADMD)
The IAD in MD simulation was defined as the distance between the O5' atoms of the 5' end
bases on the T3 and T8 strands. The IADMD for each sub-population in a given construct was
again determined using GMM and BIC fitting.
In general, we observed shorter a IADMD of tweezers compared to IADFRET and IADAFM,
which may be due to the short timescales simulated (~100-200 ns) compared with the smFRET
acquisition time (~100 ms), or the presence of poly-thymine tails to tether dyes to the tweezer
arms. Notwithstanding, the relative pattern of the IADs among the different tweezers is in
agreement with trends observed experimentally.

3.3.7

Bulk measurement of tweezer-scaffolded G6pDH activity

Bulk enzyme activity was measured for both opened- and closed-state tweezers. 100 nM DNA
tweezers assembled with G6pDH/NAD+ were assayed with 100 µL of 1mM glucose-6phosphate, 1 mM phenazine methosulfate and 500 µM resazurin in 1 × Tris-buffered saline
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(TBS) buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) with no magnesium ions added. The
activity was measured by monitoring the fluorescence increase at 590 nm as described(14) and
reported in Table B11†. The native gel characterization is shown in Figure B4†.
3.3.8

Single molecule measurement of tweezer-scaffolded G6pDH activity

3.3.8.1 Using microscope slides with fluorescent beads as fiduciary markers

For the single molecule enzyme assay, streptavidin modified PEG slides (prepared as described
above) were incubated for ~2 min with neutravidin coated fluorescent beads (FluoSpheres,
specifications: 0.04 µm, excitation/emission; 550/605, 1% solids, Invitrogen) at a 1:1 million
dilution in 1×T50 buffer, after which excess was flushed away with 400 μL of the same buffer.
These fluorescent beads (~5-8 per field of view) were used as fiduciary markers (Figure B27†)
to correct for stage/slide drift over time. DNA tweezers carrying the enzyme/cofactor pair at the
ends of the arms was injected for surface binding and a FRET movie recorded as described
above. During analysis of each movie, the photobleaching donor (Cy3) channel of the initial
movie was mapped based on a custom-written MATLAB script to the subsequent enzyme assay
movie using the fiduciary beads as reference. This approach allowed us to keep track the
locations (x- and y-coordinates) of all individual tweezers in a field of view even after
photobleaching the FRET fluorophores, to follow the enzyme turnover over time at the
predefined tweezer locations.

3.3.8.2 Imaging single enzyme activity

To measure the activity of tweezer-scaffolded G6pDH, the enzyme assay was performed on the
same field of view after photobleaching the fluorophores. A substrate solution was prepared in
1×TBS buffer (pH 7.5) containing 1 mM Mg2+ and 10% (w/v) PEG 8000 (Table B11†). The movie
was recorded (35 ms camera acquisition time) immediately after injecting a substrate solution
that lacked one of the substrates, glucose-6-phosphate (G6p). To compare the spiking behavior
on the same field of view, a complete substrate solution was injected and a movie was
subsequently recorded for ~5 min (9,091 frames) using TIRFM. In this single molecule assay,
the activity of individual enzymes is observed as fluorescent spikes in the fluorescence-time
traces due to formation of fluorescent resorufin through a catalytic cascade reaction (Figure
B27†). Fluorescence fluctuations over time were analyzed using a custom-written MATLAB
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script. The script allowed us to measure the background intensity of single molecule traces and
set an intensity threshold to subtract from the raw traces. We used a high threshold (mean +
8×standard deviation, SD) to minimize the chance of detecting a freely diffusing resorufin
molecule. Since we typically observed 1-3 spikes above this cut-off intensity in the control
experiments ((-)G6p), probably due to non-specific (perhaps photoinduced) formation of
resorufin, only molecules with ≥4 spikes were counted as active enzymes and considered for
subsequent spike train analysis. Note that a low frequency of fluorescent spikes is expected due
to our low concentration of substrate (50 nM resazurin, Table B11†), used to maintain a low
background.

3.3.8.3 Estimation of diffusion constant and elapsed time of resorufin in 10% (w/v) PEG 8000

The diffusion coefficient of resorufin in the imaging buffer containing 10% (w/v) PEG 8000 is
estimated using the Stokes-Einstein Equation:

𝐷=

𝑘𝐵 𝑇
6𝜋𝜂𝑟

(3.3)

Where the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.3806488 × 10-23 m2kg/s2K; absolute temperature T = 298
K; viscosity of 10% (w/v) PEG 8000 𝜂 = 0.0089 kg/ms; and molecular radius r= 0.3×10-9 m .
Using these parameters, the diffusion coefficient D is estimated to be 8.18 × 10-11 m2/s. The
elapsed time of the resorufin diffusion (𝑡) is estimated using the following equation:

𝑡=

𝑥2
2𝐷

(3.4)

Using the mean distance traveled x = 300 nm (the upper bound of TIRF detection distance from
the surface); it takes approximately 0.6 ms for a resorufin molecule to diffuse out of the probe
volume. However, this calculation is a lower estimate of the elapsed time because the molecular
radius was used instead of the hydrodynamic radius, and the influence of other reagents on
viscosity such as glucose-6-phosphate (G6p), resazurin and Mg2+ was not considered in the
calculation for the sake of simplicity. This dwell time suffices to render the fluorescence signal
detectable. By contrast, the diffusion coefficient of resorufin in water (𝜂 = 0.00089 kg/ms (370))
at 298 K is 8.74 × 10-10 m2/s and the corresponding elapsed time is 0.06 ms. This calculation
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suggests that the use of 10% (w/v) PEG 8000 slows down the diffusion of resorufin by at least
10-fold, critical for its single molecule detection.

3.3.8.4 Relating spike intensity and catalytic turnover

To identify the relationship between individual fluorescence spikes and the catalytic turnover
number, we monitored the spike intensity and fraction of molecules with fluorescence spikes
over a wide range of resazurin concentrations (0.5―100 nM, Figure B28†). Fluorescence
intensity time traces were recorded on TIRF microscope as described above except for the
following changes. The Cy3 labeled DNA modified G6pDH molecules (G6pDH-(5'TTTTTCCCTCCCTCC)-Cy3) were captured on a PEG-streptavidin coated microscope slide
using complementary capture oligonucleotides. For this, the slide was first incubated with 10 nM
biotin-modified complementary DNA oligonucleotide (5'-biotin-TTTTTGGAGGGAGGG) for 3
min, followed by 10 min incubation with 20-50 pM protein sample in 1×TAE-Mg buffer. After
flushing out the excess protein, a movie was recorded under 532 nm illumination to locate Cy3
(~protein) molecules followed by the photobleaching of the fluorophores. A series of movies
were recorded on the same field of view after injecting a substrate solution (Table B11†)
supplemented with 3 mM NAD+ and a variable concentration of resazurin (Figure B28†). For
each resazurin concentration, the average intensity of the spikes above the threshold was
compared (Figure B27†). While the fraction of molecules with spikes increases with the increase
in resazurin concentration, the average intensity does not change with the resazurin
concentration, suggesting that each spike corresponds to a single substrate turnover (357).

3.3.8.5 Spike train analysis

Spike train analysis was carried out using a modified Rank Surprise (RS) method (358). Briefly,
inter-spike intervals (ISIs) were determined by calculating the time in between individual
fluorescent spikes (Figure B27†) for each molecule. The RS method was used to demarcate the
start and end points of bursts after collecting ISIs for all molecules. A maximum expected ISI
length of 5 s was used as a threshold to be included in a burst (Figure B29†). Any sporadically
appearing spikes outside a burst event are considered to be non-bursts.
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3.4

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have used quantitative single molecule characterization and simulation to
examine the sequence-level origins of sub-optimal performance of DNA-actuated enzyme
nanoreactors. We discovered several specific yet generalizable features of the original
sequence design that resulted in sub-optimal tweezer performance. Introducing a structureguided rational design strategy, we were able to systematically eliminate each of these defects
by implementing modifications for both the actuator and structural HJ elements. Our novel
single molecule enzyme assay confirmed two specific, independent pathways to increased
activity of the tweezer-actuated enzyme nanoreactor in response to our design improvements
that resulted in proper closure and elimination of heterogeneity among individual nanodevices.
Because the design features identified here are general to many other DNA nanostructures, our
work establishes guidelines for rationally improving the performance of nanodevices including
reactors, chemical and biological sensors, as well as programmable nanomaterials.
The effect of junction core sequence on a multi-junction nano-assembly has been shown
in this work to be significant. While the neighbouring-base sequences around the junction cores
were not the same as in Chapter 2, the effect of the core changes was never-the-less profound.
J11 proved to dramatically improve the construct’s planarity, while simulation of the J12 construct
showed a highly flexible and non-planar structure. The free-energy measurements in Chapter 2
revealed that the core bases are of particular significance and the results here confirm that. The
fact that Jtwist is not the major contributor of variance in the dynamics of J11 is most likely the
reason that this core sequence had such a profound effect on the planarity of the larger
construct.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPROVING FINITE ELEMENT METHOD MODELS WITH MD SIMULATIONS

As discussed in Section 1.2.4, continuum models provide an efficient framework for simulating
large DNA assemblies on timescales that are beyond the scope of all-atom models. These
atomistic models are important; however, as they provide a means of parameterizing and
validating these lower dimensional ones. The state-of-the art in terms of this class of models
being applied to DNA is the CanDo suite of programs, developed in the Laboratory for
Computational Biology and Biophysics at MIT, which uses an FEM representation at the basepair level to calculate the solution structure and thermal fluctuations of nanostructures. The
original implementation of this framework (21,43) used a “clamped” 4WJ approach, where the
DOFs of the nodes at the crossover positions were fixed, and could only solve on-lattice and
topologically-open constructs. The fluctuations reported by the software were also superpositions of normal modes and not temporal dynamics. Both of these limitations have recently
been addressed by two publications that this author contributed to; providing MD data for the
parameterization of 4WJ alignment elements in a paper by Pan et al. (22), and of a DNA
tweezer construct to validate a BD model in a paper by Sedeh and Pan et al. (371). The
abstracts for these two studies are provided here and the published manuscripts can be found
in Appendices C and D.
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4.1

LATTICE-FREE PREDICTION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF

PROGRAMMED DNA ASSEMBLIES

DNA can be programmed to self-assemble into high molecular weight 3D assemblies with
precise nanometer-scale structural features. While numerous sequence design strategies exist
to realize these assemblies in solution, there is currently no computational framework to predict
their 3D structures based on programmed underlying multi-way junction topologies constrained
by DNA duplexes. Here, we introduce such an approach and apply it to assemblies designed
using the canonical immobile four-way junction. The procedure is used to predict the 3D
structure of high molecular weight planar and spherical ring-like origami objects, a tile-based
sheet-like ribbon, and a 3D crystalline tensegrity motif, in quantitative agreement with
experiments. Our framework provides a new approach to predicting programmed nucleic acid
3D structure based on prescribed secondary structure motifs, with application to the design of
such assemblies for use in biomolecular and materials science.

This manuscript was accepted for publication in Nature Communications as:
Keyao Pan, Do-Nyun Kim, Fei Zhang, Matthew R. Adendorff, Hao Yan and Mark Bathe,
“Lattice-free prediction of three-dimensional structure of programmed DNA assemblies”
Author contributions

K.P, D-N.K., and M.B. conceived of the finite element modelling and structure-prediction
approach. M.R. A. performed molecular dynamics simulations and analyses. K.P. implemented
the primary and secondary structure parsing algorithm. K.P. and D-N.K. implemented the finite
element model and structure-prediction procedure. K.P. applied the model to compute the
modelling results and processed the results to make the figures. F.Z. and H.Y. conceived of the
experimental assay. F.Z. implemented the experimental assay, generated the experimental
data, and processed the results to make the experimental figures. All authors discussed the
results and their presentation. K.P., D-N.K., and M.B. wrote the manuscript. All authors
commented on and edited the manuscript.
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4.2

COMPUTING NONEQUILIBRIUM CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS OF
STRUCTURED NUCLEIC ACID ASSEMBLIES

Synthetic nucleic acids can be programmed to form precise three-dimensional structures on the
nanometer-scale. These thermodynamically stable complexes can serve as structural scaffolds
to spatially organize functional molecules including multiple enzymes, chromophores, and forcesensing elements with internal dynamics that include substrate reaction-diffusion, excitonic
energy transfer, and force-displacement response that often depend critically on both the local
and global conformational dynamics of the nucleic acid assembly. However, high molecular
weight assemblies exhibit long time-scale and large length-scale motions that cannot easily be
sampled using all-atom computational procedures such as molecular dynamics. As an
alternative, here we present a computational framework to compute the over-damped
conformational dynamics of structured nucleic acid assemblies and apply it to a DNA-based
tweezer, a nine-layer ring origami object, and a pointer-shaped DNA origami object, which
consist of 204, 3,600, and over seven thousand base-pairs, respectively. The framework
employs a mechanical finite element model for the DNA nanostructure combined with an implicit
solvent model to either simulate the Brownian dynamics of the assembly or alternatively
compute its Brownian modes. Computational results are compared with an all-atom molecular
dynamics simulation of the DNA-based tweezer. Several hundred microseconds of Brownian
dynamics are simulated for the nine-layer ring origami object to reveal its long time-scale
conformational dynamics, and the first ten Brownian modes of the pointer-shaped structure are
predicted. The computational procedure is available online at http://cando-dna-origami.org.

This manuscript was accepted for publication in the Journal of Chemical Theory and
Computation as:
*Reza Sharifi Sedeh, *Keyao Pan, Matthew R. Adendorff, Oskar Hallatschek, Klaus-Jürgen
Bathe, and Mark Bathe, “Computing Nonequilibrium Conformational Dynamics of Structured
Nucleic Acid Assemblies”

Author contributions

R.S.S., O.H., K.J.B., and M.B. conceived of the coarse-grained BD approach for DNA
assemblies. R.S.S. developed the BD simulation framework and verified its performance against
analytical and other numerical solutions. R.S.S. implemented the pre-simulation and BD
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simulation scripts. R.S.S. and K.P. implemented the scripts for post-simulation data analysis.
K.P. built the FE models and atomic models for the DNA assemblies, performed the final BD
simulations, and processed the simulation results to generate the figures and movies. M.R.A.
performed and analyzed the MD simulation for the DNA tweezer. All authors discussed the
results and their presentation. R.S.S., K.P., M.R.A., and M.B. wrote the manuscript text. All
authors commented on and edited the manuscript.

*These authors contributed equally.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL CONCLUSION

5.1

Summary

This thesis has focused on the effect of sequence changes at the design motif level of DNA
nanodevices, as well as on the downstream influence these motifs have on both the structure
and function of a device. Throughout, all-atom MD simulations have served as the principal
investigative tool for unpacking observed experimental phenomena and for informing
experiment design.
Chapter 1 introduced the field of DNA nanotechnology, described some of the key
milestones reached, and discussed the challenge of changing nanotechnology to Angstromtechnology (Section 1.1). This was followed by a review of various methods for the theoretical
treatment of DNA molecules, with a particular focus on all-atom MD simulations and the
evolution of the current state-of-the-art. Techniques for effective analysis of MD trajectories,
enhanced sampling of potential-energy landscapes, and the calculation of thermodynamic free
energies were then discussed (Section 1.2).
Chapter 2 investigated the subtle atomic-level interactions that influence motif structure,
stacked-isomer bias, and junction handedness. Analyses of explicit solvent MD simulations of a
reference J1 junction sequence, as well as duplex, nicked-duplex, single-crossover, and
junction-core analogues, were used to demonstrate that asymmetric immobile 4WJs deviate
from canonical B-form DNA, both in structure and, to a larger degree, flexibility. Chemical
topology and local base-pair sequence were shown to contribute to these structural changes
both in the 4WJ motif and in its topological variants. Free-energy analyses showed that
stacking, geometric, and electrostatic factors all contribute to the energy difference between
stacked junction isomers and that these contributions can come from both core and non-core
bases. Furthermore, enhanced sampling MD revealed that junction core base stacking
sequences exhibit unique and significant global junction dynamics that are independent of
isomerization energy differences.
Chapter 3 looked into how the aforementioned sequence effects impact larger
structures, where motifs were combined into constrained arrays to form a DNA tweezeractuated nanoreactor. Quantitative single molecule characterization and simulation found
several specific, yet generalizable, features of sequence design that had manifested as sub83

optimal performance of the initial device. A simulation-informed systematic elimination of these
defects was performed through modifications to both the actuator hairpin size and the 4WJ
element sequences. A novel single-molecule enzyme assay was then used to confirm that
modification of these two motifs enhanced the activity of the tweezer-actuated enzyme
nanoreactor through proper arm closure and the elimination of heterogeneity among individual
nanodevices.
Finally, Chapter 4 presented an MD-parameterized junction-focused approach to the
modelling of off-lattice and topologically closed DNA constructs (Section 4.1). This framework
was then extended to allow for the calculation of BD trajectories and harmonic modes,
facilitating simulations of large DNA origamis on previously infeasible time scales Section 4.2).

5.2

Guidelines for DNA nanostructure design and simulation

Based on the insights gained from the studies performed in this thesis, and in the light of the
extensive structural DNA literature, some guidelines are presented for the improved design of
DNA motifs, their simulation, and the structures they will be used to build.
Firstly, DNA should not be treated with a two-state paired-unpaired model when used in
a structural context as many potential interactions, be they specific or non-specific, should be
considered. While the programming of Watson-Crick pairing is critical to the paradigm of
nanodevice self-assembly, the significance of non-specific DNA interactions is often
understated. The phosphate backbones of DNA helices are rich with hydrogen bonding sites
that single-stranded DNA strands can interact with, a factor that played a significant role in
Chapter 3, where the poly-thymine linkers that attached the fluorescent dyes were found to
cross-link the tweezer arms in certain systems, thereby stabilizing a low IAD population.
DNA sequence is structurally significant and this is especially true close to the site of
strand crossover in 4WJs and SX systems, and at the backbone discontinuity in nickedduplexes. Recent computational studies have shown the diversity of base-pair step preferred
geometries and stiffnesses (76), indicating a structural heterogeneity that is also dependent on
nearest-neighbour sequence. The natural deformabilities of the various B-form base-pair steps
are exacerbated at or near nanotechnology-relevant structural motifs. As such, if rigidity of a
nanostructure is desired, the flanking sequences of these motifs should be selected from the
more rigid purine-pyrimidine tetranucleotide sequences; should flexibility be desired, the
pyrimidine-purine tetranucleotide sequences might be preferable. At the core, certain steps
appear to be made more deformable as a consequence of geometry, irrespective of sequence,
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and so energetically it may be best to select relatively flexible bases for these locations, i.e. the
pyrimidine-purine steps, with rigid bases at the other core locations; this hypothesis will require
further

testing,

ideally

with

free

energy

perturbation

(FEP)

methodologies.

These

aforementioned sequence effects were explored in Chapter 2, within the context of isolated
junction / variant systems, yet, their effects can be seen in the structural heterogeneity in the
tweezer constructs analyzed in Chapter 3. Even after all 4WJs were set to the same sequence,
there was still heterogeneity in their Jtwist angles; indicating that additional interactions are
contributing to the structure and dynamics of the device. It should be noted that 4WJ core
sequence heterogeneity alone was not enough to account for the improved functioning of the
DNA nanoreactor as even when the tweezer junctions were all set to the core sequence of
isomer 2 of J1 there was considerable structural aplanarity when compared to the all-isomer 1
systems.
When looking to design nanostructures with specific global structures, e.g. induced twist
or bend; one should carefully consider the sequences used in these regions as certain
tetranucleotides are more amenable to deformation along different DOFs. The range of
preferred values for each of the 6 major base-pair step parameters is very large and clever
sequence choices may dramatically improve performance.
Preferred junction isomer handedness and stability are effects that deserve further
study. Researchers have long considered 4WJs as exclusively preferring a structure exhibiting a
right-handed twist (18), however, recent findings in origami structures (82,372) and in this thesis
suggest that immobile junctions may behave differently than their mobile counterparts. The work
in Chapter 2 is, to the best of this author’s knowledge, the first calculation of 4WJ twist energies
and suggests that knowledge of the flexibility of a specific core sequence may be needed to
ensure subtle spatial control of a device where these junctions are interconnected, constraining
junctions into one isomer or the other, e.g. the work in Chapter 3. The fact that J11 does not
explore Jtwist as its highest variance mode is very significant, and this may be the reason why the
redesigned tweezer construct with this core sequence showed such improved planarity and
performance. The energy difference between junction isomers should also be considered in the
design of these arrays as the results in Chapter 2 indicate that significant isomerization energies
may exist between the two stacked forms for a given sequence.
On a more personal note, a lesson I only learned several years into my PhD, and one
that would have made it considerably more productive, is that one month of focused literature
study can save a year of poorly-directed effort. When starting a project, immerse yourself in the
literature; read a paper and then read all the papers that paper references. Suddenly, key
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research questions that are worthy of your focused study become apparent and this leads to
well-defined thesis goals. When thinking about using a new method, spend as much time on
learning what it is poorly suited for as what it is well suited for and do every tutorial you can find
before implementing it on your own work. Above all, know the origins of your simulation and
force-field parameters; read the papers about them and know their assumptions and limitations.
If you are planning on running MD simulations, learn Python...this cannot be stressed
enough. Packages like ProDy, MDAnalysis, pyEMMA, and MMPBSA.py are extremely powerful
and the language in and of itself makes analysis so much more convenient.
Know what your downstream post-processing methods will be before you start your
simulations. Certain programs require certain trajectory formats, force-field parameters, or rely
on specific simulation conditions. You may find that certain analyses are off-limits to you simply
because you used CHARMM over AMBER, or vice-versa.
Klaus Schulten once said, “Always run the longest simulations that you possibly can”.
This is a solid piece of advice and it is worth considering continuing a simulation after you have
started processing what you think is enough. Just leave it running in the background; you may
realize that after a few weeks of finally getting your analysis scripts working that you wish you
had just a little bit more data or another replicate. A challenge though is to know when to stop,
and this is why a good understanding of your convergence criteria is essential.
Above all, ensure that every piece of focused work you do is rigorously vetted and
publishable before you move on. Before you run a simulation, know how you will confirm that
your results are in fact correct and meaningful. Learn good methods of convergence testing and
never be afraid to throw out a simulation and do it better a second time. Failure to do so can
result in a shaky tower of poorly validated research than can than fall down later, bringing a year
of subsequent effort tumbling around you; forcing a restart and a lot of unhappiness.
5.3

Limitations and future work

This section summarizes the limitations of the work performed and suggests studies that would
further the advances made here.
In Chapter 2, an effective framework for quantifying junction stability and flexibility was
developed, though a larger set of junction core sequences should be analyzed computationally
and characterized experimentally. The junction isomerization ratios have been measured for all
immobile junction core sequences by a collaborator, David Millar; and while our computational
analyses agree qualitatively with his values for the J1 and J24 sequences, additional sequences
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should be investigated using the presented framework and compared to this experimental data,
particularly J2. A more thorough investigation into the proposed sequence-dependent
electrostatic potential would be beneficial and an improved map of core and nearest-neighbour
sequence effects on free energies could also be generated by augmenting the MM-PBSA
calculations used in Chapter 2 with Free-energy Perturbation (FEP) runs, whereby bases are
computationally mutated into different ones. The sequences flanking the crossover site of the
standard junction model, i.e. Figure 2.1, should be made symmetrical for this analysis and the
bases of interest then systematically shifted to obtain well-converged energy values. The added
advantage of this method is that it allows for the stability of different junction core sequences to
be compared with one another, where presently only the isomerization energies are known;
experimentally, these inter-junction energies could be quantified through melting curve analyses
The results of Chapter 3 revealed that junction sequence is significant, however, these
effects should be better quantified through a more systematic junction modification scheme that
accounts for nearest-neighbour effects. The tweezer presents a useful assaying technique to
measure the effect of junction core and nearest-neighbour sequence modifications, with the
inter-arm distance and the heterogeneity of its distributions as the readout. Alternatively, a
competition assay could be devised whereby only one alternative structure will form in the
presence of a difference in core sequence energies, or both will form in the case of equienergetic systems.
Finally, the updated models in Chapter 4 can be used to analyze the effect of junction
twist and / or roll on the global structure and dynamics of the tweezer constructs, allowing for an
investigation into the origins of the specific IAD sub-populations observed in Chapter 3. In a
design capacity, junction sequences could be chosen to confer certain characteristics, e.g. a
specfic 3D shape, to nanostructures; provided that a sufficient knowledge of junction core
sequence flexibilities has been gathered.
5.4

Closing statement

DNA is a molecule with immense potential that can only be achieved if its subtle behaviour is
understood. In order for DNA nanotechnology to truly achieve the Nature-like precision it seeks,
an understanding of the motif-level physico-chemical effects needs to advance in tandem with
that of large-scale self-assembly practices. This thesis provides a contribution to the former.
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APPENDIX A

Supplement to - SEQUENCE EFFECTS IN IMMOBILE DNA FOUR-WAY JUNCTIONS: A
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY

Figure A1: Deviations in step parameter mean values for the SXD junction topological variants of J1 (left)
and their topologies (right).

Figure A2: Deviations in step parameter mean values for the nicked duplex topological variants of J1 (left)
and their topologies (right).

Figure A3: Deviations in step parameter mean values for the J24 junction systems (left) and their
topologies (right).
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Figure A4: Mean values of the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps of helix 1
are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in their isomer
1 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange (SXB), green
(SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).

Figure A5: Mean values of the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps of helix 2
are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in their isomer
1 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange (SXB), green
(SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).
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Figure A6: Mean values of the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps of helix 1
are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in their isomer
2 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange (SXB), green
(SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).

Figure A7: Mean values of the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps of helix 2
are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in their isomer
2 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange (SXB), green
(SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).
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Figure A8: Comparison of the J11(1) duplex base-pair step parameter mean values with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Dans et al, 2012 (gray).
Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.

Figure A9: Comparison of the J11(2) duplex base-pair step parameter mean values with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Dans et al, 2012 (gray).
Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.
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Figure A10: Comparison of the J12(1) duplex base-pair step parameter mean values with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Dans et al, 2012 (gray).
Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.

Figure A11: Comparison of the J12(2) duplex base-pair step parameter mean values with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Dans et al, 2012 (gray).
Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.
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Figure A12:.Deviations in the helical step parameter stiffness constants from those of canonical B-form
are shown for the J24 junction systems (right). Topology schematics for J241 and J242 are shown top left
and bottom left respectively.

Figure A13: Stiffness constants along the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps
of helix 1 are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in
their isomer 1 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange
(SXB), green (SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).
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Figure A14: Stiffness constants along the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps
of helix 2 are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in
their isomer 1 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange
(SXB), green (SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).

Figure A15: Stiffness constants along the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps
of helix 1 are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in
their isomer 2 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange
(SXB), green (SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).
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Figure A16: Stiffness constants along the six base-step degrees of freedom for the inner nine base steps
of helix 2 are shown for each of the different topologies of J1, as well as for the 4WJ topology of J24, in
their isomer 2 forms. The various topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange
(SXB), green (SXD), red-purple (J1 4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).

Figure A17: Comparison of the J11(1) duplex base-pair step diagonal stiffness constants with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Pérez et al, 2008
(black). Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.
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Figure A18: Comparison of the J11(2) duplex base-pair step diagonal stiffness constants with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Pérez et al, 2008
(black). Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.

Figure A19: Comparison of the J12(1) duplex base-pair step diagonal stiffness constants with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Pérez et al, 2008
(black). Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.
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Figure A20: Comparison of the J12(2) duplex base-pair step diagonal stiffness constants with literature. The
mean values from the present work’s simulations (red) are plotted with those from Pérez et al, 2008
(black). Shaded areas represent standard deviations. An absence of the reference line indicates complete
overlap.

Figure A21: Base-pair step configurational volumes for the different topology systems. The various
topologies are color coded as: red (duplex), dark blue (nick), orange (SXB), green (SXD), red-purple (J1
4WJ), and light blue (J24 4WJ).
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Figure A22: Solute entropies for the J1 and J24 junction systems. The entropies for replica 1 (left), replica
2 (middle), and replica 3 (right) are shown for J11 (solid black), J12 (solid red), J241 (dashed black), and
J242 (dashed red) are shown at various trajectory lengths. Each nanosecond corresponds to 1,000
structures.

Figure A23: The fractional variance (left) and cumulative fractional variance (right) for the 20 highest
variance meta-ensemble modes, ranked by eigenvalue.

Figure A24: Blocking curves for the J1 system replicates. Blocking curves are shown for each of the three
replicates of J11 (top row) and J12 (bottom row), performed on projections of the individual trajectories
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onto the second junction essential mode (J roll). The block size is determined as 2𝑛 ps, where 𝑛 is the
number of blocking operations and each.

Figure A25: Blocking curves for the J24 system replicates. Blocking curves are shown for each of the
three replicates of J241 (top row) and J242 (bottom row), performed on projections of the individual
trajectories onto the second junction essential mode (J roll). The block size is determined as 2𝑛 ps, where 𝑛
is the number of blocking operations.
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APPENDIX B
Supplement to – RATIONAL DESIGN OF DNA-ACTUATED ENZYME NANOREACTORS
GUIDED BY SINGLE MOLECULE ANALYSIS

B.1

DNA sequences, assembly, and bulk characterization of DNA tweezers

Table B1. Sequences of original hairpin (3T3bp), hairpin removed (0T0bp and 1T0bp), and hairpin
redesigned (1T3bp, 1T4bp and 1T5bp) DNA tweezers. Each tweezer design contains one of the T7
strands (shaded), which dictates the name of the tweezer (3T3bp tweezer has a 3-nt spacer (red) and a
stem region of 3bp length (blue), for example). Strand TB1 is labeled with biotin. Tweezers for bulk
measurements were assembled with regular T3 and TP8 strands without fluorescent dyes, whereas these
strands were fluorophore labeled for single molecule experiments. The 3' end of strand T9 is conjugated
to the NAD

+

molecule via a 20T linker. Protruding complementary sequences used to capture

oligonucleotide-modified protein on the tweezer are highlighted in cyan and green.

Name
TB1
TP2
T3
T3-Cy3
TB4
T5
T6
T7 (3T3bp)
T7 (0T0bp)
T7 (1T0bp)
T7 (1T3bp)
T7 (1T4bp)
T7 (1T5bp)
TP8
TP8-Cy5
T9-20T

Sequence
TTTTCGACCGAGCGTGAATTAGTGATCCGGAACTCGCGCAATGAACCTTTT/3BioTEG/
TTTTTCAGCTGGCCTATCTAAGACTGAACTCGCACCGCCGGCATAAGCTATGCGCTCTGCCGCTTTGGAGGG
AGGG
TTTTTAGGAGATGGCACGTTAATGAATAGTCTCCACTTGCATCCGAGATCCGAACTGCTGCC
Cy3-TTTTTAGGAGATGGCACGTTAATGAATAGTCTCCACTTGCATCCGAGATCCGAACTGCTGCC
TTTTCGAGAGAAGGCTTGCCAGGTTACGTTCGTACATCGTCTGAGTTTTTT
TTTTGGCAGCAGTTCAGGCCAGCTGATTTT
TTTTGGTTCATTGCGGAGTTCAGTCTTAGATGGATCTCGGATGCAAGGCCTTCTCTCGTTTT
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCTTTGCGTAAGACCCACAATCGCTTTACTA
TTCATTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTAACCTGGCAATGGAG
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCACTATTCATTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTAAC
CTGGCAATGGAG
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCTTACTATTCATTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTA
ACCTGGCAATGGAG
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCTGCGTAAGACCCACAATCGCTACTATTCA
TTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTAACCTGGCAATGGAG
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCTGCGGTAAGACCCACAATCCGCTACTATT
CATTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTAACCTGGCAATGGAG
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCTGCGGGTAAGACCGACAATCCCGCTACT
ATTCATTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTAACCTGGCAATGGAG
TTTTGCGGCAGAGCGACGCTCGGTCGTTTGGAGGGAGGG
Cy5-TTTTGCGGCAGAGCGACGCTCGGTCGTTTGGAGGGAGGG
AACTCAGACGACCATCTCCTAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT/3AmMO/
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Table B2. Sequences of the 1T4bp tweezer with redesigned HJ1 using iso-I (1T4bp-HJ1-iso-I) of
Seeman’s HJ J1.(16,27,355) Redesigned inner-core sequences are bolded and underlined.

Name
TB1

Sequence
TTTTCGACCGAGCGTGAATTAGTGATCCGGAACTCGCGCAATGAACCTTTT/3BioTEG/
TTTTTCAGCTGGCCGATCTAAGACTGAACTCGCACCGCCGGCATAAGCTATGCGCTCTGCCGCTTT
TP2
GGAGGGAGGG
T3-Cy3
Cy3-TTTTTAGGAGATGGCACGTTAATGAATAGTCTCCACTTGCATCCGAGATCCTAACTGCTGCC
T4
TTTTCGAGAGAAGGCTTGCCAGGTTACGTTCGTACATCGTCTGAGTTTTTT
T5
TTTTGGCAGCAGTTACGGCCAGCTGATTTT
T6
TTTTGGTTCATTGCGGAGTTCAGTCTTAGATGGATCTCGGATGCAAGGCCTTCTCTCGTTTT
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCTGCGGTAAGACCCACAATCCGCTA
T7 (1T4bp)
CTATTCATTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTAACCTGGCAATGGAG
TP8-Cy5 Cy5-TTTTGCGGCAGAGCGACGCTCGGTCGTTTGGAGGGAGGG
Set
CGTGTGGTTGAGCGGATTGTGGGTCTTACCGCA
Fuel
TGCGGTAAGACCCACAATCCGCTCAACCACACG
T9-20T

AACTCAGACGACCATCTCCTAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT/3AmMO/

Table B3. Sequences of the 1T4bp tweezer with all five Holliday junctions (HJ1 to HJ5) redesigned based
on iso-I of Seeman’s HJ J1 (16,27,355) (1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I), matching the 5'-3' direction of the core
sequence with HJ1. Redesigned inner-core sequences are bolded and underlined.

Name

Sequence

TB1

TTTTCGACCGAGCGGAAATTAGTGATCCGGAACTCGAGCAATGAACCTTTT/3BioTEG/
TTTTTCAGCTGGCCGATCTAAGACTGAACTCTCACCGCCGGCATAAGCTATCTGCTCTGCCGCTTT
TP2
GGAGGGAGGG
T3-Cy3
Cy3-TTTTTAGGAGATGGAACGTTAATGAATAGTCTCCGATTGCATCCGAGATCCTAACTGCTGCC
T4
TTTTCGAGAGAAGGCTTGCCAGGTTACGTTCGTACCTCGTCTGAGTTTTTT
T5
TTTTGGCAGCAGTTACGGCCAGCTGATTTT
T6
TTTTGGTTCATTGCTGAGTTCAGTCTTAGATGGATCTCGGATGCAATGCCTTCTCTCGTTTT
GGTGACGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTTGATAGCTTATGCCGGCTGCGGTAAGACCCACAATCCGCTA
T7 (1T4bp)
CTATTCATTAACGTTGGTACGAACGTAACCTGGCAACGGAG
TP8-Cy5 Cy5-TTTTGCGGCAGAGCACCGCTCGGTCGTTTGGAGGGAGGG
Set
CGTGTGGTTGAGCGGATTGTGGGTCTTACCGCA
Fuel
TGCGGTAAGACCCACAATCCGCTCAACCACACG
C3-T9-20T AACTCAGACGACCATCTCCTAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT/3AmMO/
T3
TP8

TTTTTAGGAGATGGAACGTTAATGAATAGTCTCCGATTGCATCCGAGATCCTAACTGCTGCC
TTTTGCGGCAGAGCACCGCTCGGTCGTTTGGAGGGAGGG
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Table B4. Sequences of the 1T4bp tweezer with redesigned HJ1 using iso-II of Seeman’s HJ J1
(16,27,355) (1T4bp-HJ1-iso-II), a control design. Redesigned inner-core sequences are bolded and
underlined.

Name
TB1

Sequence
TTTTCGACCGAGCGTGAATTAGTGATCCGGAACTCGCGCAATGAACCTTTT/3BioTEG/
TTTTTCAGCTGGCCTGTCTAAGACTGAACTCGCACCGCCGGCATAAGCTATGCGCTCTGCCGCTTT
TP2
GGAGGGAGGG
T3-Cy3
Cy3-TTTTTAGGAGATGGCACGTTAATGAATAGTCTCCACTTGCATCCGAGATCACAACTGCTGCC
T4
TTTTCGAGAGAAGGCTTGCCAGGTTACGTTCGTACATCGTCTGAGTTTTTT
T5
TTTTGGCAGCAGTTGAGGCCAGCTGATTTT
T6
TTTTGGTTCATTGCGGAGTTCAGTCTTAGACTGATCTCGGATGCAAGGCCTTCTCTCGTTTT
GGTGCCGAGTTCCGGATCACTAATTCCATAGCTTATGCCGGCTGCGGTAAGACCCACAATCCGCTA
T7 (1T4bp)
CTATTCATTAACGTGTGTACGAACGTAACCTGGCAATGGAG
TP8-Cy5 Cy5-TTTTGCGGCAGAGCGACGCTCGGTCGTTTGGAGGGAGGG
Set
CGTGTGGTTGAGCGGATTGTGGGTCTTACCGCA
Fuel
TGCGGTAAGACCCACAATCCGCTCAACCACACG
T9-20T

AACTCAGACGACCATCTCCTAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT/3AmMO/

Table B5. Sequences of the isolated HJ1 (original 3T3bp tweezer) with a regular and a flipped labeling
scheme for the FRET pair (Cy3/Cy5).

Name

Sequence (Labeling Scheme-I)

TP2

TTTTTCAGCTGGCCTATCTAAGACTG

T3Cy3

/5Cy3/ATCCGAGATCCGAACTGCTGCC

T5Biotin

/5BiotinTEG/TTTTGGCAGCAGTTCAGGCCAGCTGATTTT

T6Cy5

/5Cy5/CAGTCTTAGATGGATCTCGGAT

Name

Sequence (Labeling Scheme-II)

TP2Cy3

/5Cy3/TCAGCTGGCCTATCTAAGACTG

T3

ATCCGAGATCCGAACTGCTGCC

T5Biotin

/5BiotinTEG/TTTTGGCAGCAGTTCAGGCCAGCTGATTTT

T6Cy5

/5Cy5/CAGTCTTAGATGGATCTCGGAT
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Table B6. Estimated extinction coefficients of all tweezers used in our measurements. The theoretical
extinction coefficients were obtained by summing the extinction coefficients of all DNA strands (both
+

-1

double- and single-stranded DNAs) and protein/NAD components involved. G6pDH: ε260 ~ 61594 M cm
1

+

-1

-1

; 6AE-NAD : ε260 ~ 21000 M cm (provided by Biolog, Hayward, CA, USA).

DNA Tweezer

Theoretical ε260 (M-1 cm-1)

3T3bp (open)

4162384.9

1T3bp (open)

4105635.3

1T4bp (open)

4138847.2

1T5bp (open)

4174447.5

1T4bp-HJ1-iso-I (open)

4135293.4

1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (open)

4139136.2

1T4bp-HJ1-iso-II (open)

4136108.6

3T3bp (close)

4003121.4

1T3bp (close)

3954125.0

1T4bp (close)

3971369.5

1T5bp (close)

3992879.8

1T4bp-HJ1-iso-I (close)

3967815.7

1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (close)

3971658.5

1T4bp-HJ1-iso-II (close)

3968630.9

3T3bp (open)-G6pDH

4338484.7

1T3bp (open)-G6pDH

4281735.1

1T4bp (open)-G6pDH

4314947.0

1T5bp (open)-G6pDH

4350547.3

1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (open)-G6pDH

4315236.0

3T3bp (close)-G6pDH

4179221.2

1T3bp (close)-G6pDH

4130224.8

1T4bp (close)-G6pDH

4147469.3

1T5bp (close)-G6pDH

4168979.6

1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (close)-G6pDH

4147758.3
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Figure B1. mFold prediction of the hairpin-actuator secondary structure of the different tweezers. (a)
Hairpin sequences used as inter-arm linkers in different tweezers. The single-stranded flanking spacer,
the hairpin stem, and loop sequences are highlighted in red, blue and black, respectively. (b) mFold (120)
predicted folding of the DNA linker sequences (UNAFold Tool; Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.,
Coralville, IA, USA).
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+

Figure B2. HPLC purification (top) and MS characterization (bottom) of NAD -modified oligonucleotides
(T9-20T) that are designed to be compatible with the 3T3bp, 1T3bp, 1T4bp and 1T5bp tweezers. The
calculated molecular weight of T9-20T is 12,927.5 Da (provided by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.,
Coralville, IA, USA). Since the sample concentration was at the scale of nanomolar, it was purified using
a C18 analytical column. Due to the overlap of the two peaks in the top panel, we chose the purer portion
of each peak with little overlap. Although the purity may not be 100%, the enzyme activities of openedand closed-state tweezers were compared for the same samples, and therefore the relative activity of the
+

tweezers should not be affected by the conjugation yield and purity of the NAD -DNA conjugates. The
peak at ~7000 (m/z) in the bottom panel is a doubly-charged complex.
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+

Figure B3. HPLC purification (top) and MS characterization (bottom) of NAD -modified oligonucleotides
(T9-20T) that are designed to be anchored to the 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I tweezer. The calculated molecular
weight of T9-20T is 12,927.5 Da (provided by Integrated DNA Technologies, IDT). Please see legend of
Figure B2 for purification details.
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Figure B4. Native 3% PAGE characterization of the various assembled DNA tweezers used in bulk
measurements (summarized in Table B9) with variant actuator elements as indicated. The native
polyacrylamide gel was stained with ethidium bromide. Both closed- and opened-state tweezers with
3T/1T-spacers and 3bp/4bp/5bp-stems were analyzed (G: G6pDH enzyme).
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Figure B5. Native 3% PAGE characterization of the various assembled DNA tweezers used in bulk
measurements (shown in Figure B26) with variant actuator elements as indicated. The native
polyacrylamide gel was stained with ethidium bromide. Both closed- and opened-state tweezers were
tested (G: G6pDH enzyme).
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B.2

Single molecule FRET characterization of DNA tweezers

Figure B6. Representative fields of view of different tweezer designs from single molecule TIRFM
observation. The field of view was excited with a green laser (532 nm) and the emission intensity
monitored for both the Cy3 and Cy5 channels (as indicated).
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Figure B7. Determining the IADFRET of the closed-state 3T3bp tweezer from smFRET data. The FRET
data for the right peak (~0.2) were first converted into an IAD FRET distribution (as indicated by an arrow)
and the mean IADFRET determined by Gaussian fitting (cyan) of the IAD FRET histogram (right). The zeroFRET population represents a tweezer conformation with an IAD FRET >10 nm, which cannot be accurately
calculated from the data.
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Figure B8. Representative smFRET traces (gray) of the closed-state 3T3bp tweezer and the
corresponding histograms of the nfiltered data (black overlay). A majority of molecules (72%) show static
FRET states; although possibly not all underlying sub-states were resolved since the tweezer molecules
only span the low FRET regime where the sensitivity to distance changes is low.
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Figure B9. smFRET probability distributions of the closed-state 3T3bp tweezer at higher concentrations of
antifuel strand used to close them. These FRET experiments were conducted in the presence of 1 or 5
µM antifuel strand in the imaging buffer. Compared to our standard conditions of 0.5-1 µM antifuel strand
during incubation that was later diluted out and led to the data in Figure 3.2b (top panel), the zero-FRET
population significantly decreased at a 1 µM antifuel strand concentration and completely disappeared at
5 µM antifuel strand, strongly suggesting that any zero-FRET state molecules represent unclosed
tweezers.
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Figure B10. smFRET probability distribution (left) and corresponding IAD FRET distribution (right) of the
0T0bp tweezer.
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Figure B11. Representative smFRET traces (gray) of the closed-state 1T3bp tweezer and the
corresponding histograms of the nfiltered data (black). A vast majority of the molecules (84%) show
dynamic behavior.
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Figure B12. Representative smFRET traces (gray) of the closed-state 1T4bp tweezer and the
corresponding histograms of the nfiltered data (black). A vast majority of the molecules (89%) show
dynamic behavior.
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Figure B13. Representative smFRET traces (gray) of the closed-state 1T5bp tweezer and the
corresponding histograms of the nfiltered data (black). A vast majority of the molecules (75%) show
dynamic behavior.
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Figure B14. smFRET measurement of the isolated Holliday Junction (HJ) ‘hinge’ at 16 ms time resolution.
The time resolution of 16 ms was achieved by scanning a very small slice (80 × 512 pixel) at the middle of
the chip yielding only few (~3-10) molecules with active FRET pair per field of view. (a) The isolated HJ
(blue box, left panel, see Table B5 for detailed sequences) and two complementary labeling schemes
(right panel) used in this study. (b) Typical donor (green), acceptor (red), and FRET (black) traces for
labeling scheme-I at 12.5 (top panel) and 100 mM Mg

2+

(bottom panel). The corresponding FRET

probability distributions are shown on the right. (c) Typical donor (green), acceptor (red), and FRET
(black) traces for labeling scheme-II at 12.5 (top panel) and 100 mM Mg
corresponding FRET probability distributions are shown on the right.
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2+

(bottom panel). The

Figure B15. Representative smFRET traces (gray) of the redesigned closed-state tweezer (1T4bp-5HJsiso-I) and the corresponding histograms of the nfiltered data (black). Contrary to tweezers with the original
HJs, a vast majority of the molecules (90%) in this tweezer show a static (stable) FRET state.
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Figure B16. IADFRET probability distribution of 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I tweezer. The number of molecules
analyzed is denoted by n.

Figure B17. Comparing the smFRET probability distributions of the 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I tweezer with and
without externally added dA5 DNA oligonucleotide. The addition of the dA5 oligonucleotide shifted the
probability distribution to lower FRET and the FRET ≈ 1.0 population (shaded) disappeared. The FRET
probability distribution in the absence of the dA5 oligonucleotide was taken from Figure 3.3a for
comparison.
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B.3

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY IMAGING OF DNA TWEEZERS

Figure B18. AFM characterization of the 3T3bp tweezer. (a) Closed- and opened-state tweezers are
shown in the left and right panel, respectively. The zoomed-in images of the tweezers (42 nm × 42 nm are
shown) are placed in the same order as they appear (highlighted by boxes) from left to right in the field of
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view. (b) IADAFM population distribution for the closed- (black) and opened-state (red) tweezers, where n
depicts the number of tweezers analyzed.

Continued….
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Figure B19. Expanded field of view of the 1T3bp, 1T4bp and 1T5bp tweezers shown in Figure 3.2c.
Closed- and opened-state tweezers are shown in the left and right panel, respectively. The zoomed-in
images of the tweezers (42 nm × 42 nm are shown) are placed in the same order as they (highlighted by
boxes) appear from left to right in the field of view.
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Figure B20. AFM characterization of the 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I tweezer. IADAFM population distribution for the
closed- (solid bars) and opened-state (dotted bars) tweezers, where n depicts the number of tweezers
analyzed.

B.4

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF DNA TWEEZERS
a

Table B7. MD simulations reported in this work. Reported are the design of the DNA tweezer , the
b

junction sequence , where 5HJs-iso-I refers to the case where all five HJs are redesigned to Seeman’s
c

junction (J1) in their favored isomer(16,27,355), the inclusion of explicit poly-thymine dye linkers , the
2+d

concentration of Mg

e

, and the duration of each simulation . The hairpin was eliminated entirely in the

0T0bp and 1T0bp designs.

Tweezera

Junctionsb

Tailsc

[Mg2+]d

Duratione

0T0bp

Original

No

12.5 mM

340 ns

1T0bp

Original

No

12.5 mM

100 ns

Original

No

12.5 mM

100 ns

1T3bp

5HJs-iso-I

No

12.5 mM

100 ns

1T0bp

5HJs-iso-I

Yes

12.5 mM

200 ns

1T3bp┼

Original

Yes

12.5 mM

200 ns

5HJs-iso-I

Yes

12.5 mM

200 ns

5HJs-iso-II

Yes

12.5 mM

200 ns

Original

Yes

12.5 mM

300 ns

┼

1T3bp

┼

┼

1T3bp

┼

1T3bp

┼

3T3bp
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B.4.1 MD simulation of the 3T3bp system
The hairpin motif was built using DS Visualizer’s Macromolecules Toolkit. A B-form GCG duplex
was modified with three thymine bases per strand and then attached to the base-plate model,
followed by energy minimization in vacuum using the same parameters detailed in the general
MD protocol. Only the hairpin and spacer atoms were allowed to move during this initial
minimization. There was no 13-nt hairpin loop present in this simulation.
B.4.2 MD simulations of the 0T0bp and 1T0bp systems with original junction sequences

The single crossover construct (0T0bp) was generated using CanDo(22). The double thymine
crossover (1T0bp) construct was generated from the 0T0bp model by adding two thymine bases
to the crossover site of the T7 strand using DS Visualizer’s Macromolecules Toolkit. Energy
minimization was subsequently performed in vacuum using the same parameters as those
detailed in the general MD protocol. All atoms except those corresponding to the hairpin and
spacer atoms were constrained during this initial minimization. The 0T0bp construct exhibits
significant structural out-of-plane distortion (Figure B21) with a single mean IADMD of 4.7 nm,
whereas the 1T0bp system exhibited two IADMD sub-populations with mean values of 3.3 nm
and 4.3 nm (Figure 3.2a and Figure B22).

B.4.3 MD simulations of the 1T3bp system with original and redesigned junction
sequences

In order to elucidate the origin of the distinct states observed using smFRET, we investigated
the conformational dynamics of the 1T3bp tweezer (Figure B24) as a model system in which we
excluded the hairpin itself. Justification for this choice is provided by the fact that full
equilibration of hairpin conformational dynamics could exceed by orders of magnitude the 100
ns simulations in explicit solvent performed here (373). Moreover, because the hairpin itself is
likely to remain in solvent due both to solvation energy preference and also entropic
considerations, it is unlikely to directly influence the tweezer conformation on the time-scales
simulated.
Results of MD simulation indicate that the hairpin stem remains hybridized on the
approximately 200 ns timescale simulated (Table B8). Moreover, the duplex stem does not
interdigitate between the tweezer’s arms on this timescale, consistent with the discussion
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above. Importantly, the inclusion of explicit thymine dye linker tails had a noticeable effect on
the IADMD due to their non-specific interactions involving hydrogen bonding and partial base
pairing and stacking, resulting in two sub-populations centered at 2.7 nm and 3.6 nm
respectively (Figure 3.3c). Simulation of the same construct excluding these tails resulted in
IADMD sub-populations with mean values of 3.6 nm and 4.3 nm (Figure 3.3c), supporting the
hypothesis that interactions involving these linkers might stabilize conformational sub-states
observed experimentally (Figure B24a and b). MD shows them to be stabilized by short-lived,
non-specific hydrogen bonding interactions between the poly-thymine linkers tethering the dyes
to the tweezer arms (Figure 24b, top panel). However, out-of-plane distortions of the tweezer
arms result due to twisting that is incurred by the square lattice.(31) In contrast to this minimal
inter-tail interaction (Figure B24b, top), the interaction was more prevalent for the same
construct with redesigned junctions (Figure B23 and S24b, bottom panel).

For the 1T3bp

system with redesigned junction sequences, the effect of including explicit tails significantly
reduced IADMD values when compared with a complementary simulation that does not include
the tails (Figure 3.3c). Inspection of the redesigned structure reveals a more planar
conformation (Figure B23, Table B9), with significant stabilization of the lower (1.1 nm) distance
sub-population by inter-tail interactions (Figure B24b).

Figure B21. Three-dimensional configuration of the 0T0bp DNA tweezer. (a) Three orthogonal views of a
representative conformation of the tweezer corresponding to mean IAD MD of 4.7 nm. (b) The distribution
of IADMD values from MD simulation and the fitted single Gaussian population, with μ0T0bp of 4.7 nm, is
shown.
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Figure B22. Three-dimensional configurations of the 1T0bp DNA tweezer. Three orthogonal views of a
representative conformation of the tweezer corresponding to mean IAD MD values of (a) 3.3 nm and (b) 4.7
nm. (c) The distributions of IADMD values from MD simulation and the fitted Gaussian populations.

Figure B23. Three-dimensional configurations of the 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I and 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-2 DNA
tweezer. (a) Three orthogonal views of a representative conformation of the tweezer corresponding to
mean IADMD values of the junctions in their iso-1 forms at separations of 1.1 nm and (top) and 1.8 nm
(bottom). (b) The distributions of IADMD values from the 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I MD simulation and the fitted
Gaussian populations. (c) Three orthogonal views of a representative conformation of the tweezer
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corresponding to mean IADMD values of the junctions in their iso-1 forms at separations of 1.1 nm and
(top) and 1.8 nm (bottom). (d) The distributions of IADMD values from the 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-2 MD simulation
and the fitted Gaussian populations.

Figure B24. MD simulation of the 1T3bp tweezer. (a) smFRET derived IADs (IADFRET) for the non-zero
FRET populations in 1T3bp, 1T4bp and 1T5bp tweezers. The shaded areas highlight the common substates with nearly the same IADFRET. (b) Two typical orthogonal views from MD simulation of the 1T3bp
construct (top) and junction redesigned 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I (bottom) tweezers, corresponding to their mean
low IADMD. The tweezer adopted a flatter conformation after redesigning the junctions (dotted box);
allowing more prevalent inter-tail interaction (highlighted with dotted circles on the rendered views on the
left). This observation was consistent with the conclusion that cooperativity exists between structural
flattening and the inter-tail interaction.

MD Movies are available at (INSERT DROPBOX LINK):


Movie SM1. Movie of the 300 ns MD trajectory for the 3T3bp construct with explicit tails
at 300 K and 12.5 mM Mg2+ sampled at 7 ns per frame.



Movie SM2. Movie of the 330 ns MD trajectory for the 0T0bp construct without explicit
tails at 300 K and 12.5 mM Mg2+ sampled at 7 ns per frame.



Movie SM3. Movie of the 100 ns MD trajectory for the 1T0bp construct without explicit
tails at 300 K and 12.5 mM Mg2+ sampled at 5 ns per frame.



Movie SM4. Movie of the 200 ns MD trajectory for the 1T3bp construct with explicit tails
at 300 K and 12.5 mM Mg2+ sampled at 7 ns per frame.



Movie SM5. Movie of the 200 ns MD trajectory for the 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I construct with
explicit tails at 300 K and 12.5 mM Mg2+ sampled at 7 ns per frame.
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B.4.4 Monitoring hairpin stem integrity:

B.4.4.1 Methods
To ensure that the hairpin stem motif remained intact over the course of the simulations, the
number of hydrogen bonds present in the short duplex was monitored at each trajectory step for
all 1T3bp systems. The calculations were performed using the MDAnalysis toolkit,(328) with a
donor-acceptor distance of 3.0 Å and an angle cutoff of 120˚.

B.4.4.2 Supporting results

All stem motifs remained intact over the course of the production runs for the 1T3bp systems,
with the tail-free constructs exhibiting a lower mean number of hydrogen bonds in the stem than
their explicit tail counterparts (Table B8). The observation that the tweezer arms are closer in
the explicit tail simulations implies that there is probably less tension on the hairpin stem,
resulting in a higher number of stable hydrogen bonds.
Table B8: Mean number of hydrogen bonds in stem during production runs.

1T3bp Tweezer

Tails

Mean Hydrogen Bonds In
Hairpin Stem

Original Sequence

No

3

Original Sequence

Yes

5

5HJs-iso-I

No

2

5HJs-iso-I

Yes

7

B.4.4.3 Calculation of base pair structural parameters

The inter-bp structural step parameters were calculated using 3DNA (71,72) via the x3DNA
interface within the MDAnalysis toolkit for every simulated structure. Parameter values were
calculated for each point of the minimization and equilibration trajectories to ensure that a
correct initial structure was being used for production runs.
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B.4.4.4 Planarity metric calculations (not included in original manuscript)

In order to compare the planarities of the different tweezer systems, a metric is introduced that
describes the planarity of a tweezer construct in terms of displacements of the tweezer arms in
a two-dimensional plane, where the long axis of the tweezer construct is the normal vector. The
locations of the phosphate atoms for each junction arm (duplexes containing bases A1-32, B2859, and their Watson-Crick complements comprise arm 1; those containing strands C1-32, D132, and their Watson-Crick complements comprise arm 2) are used to create point clouds for
the arms, where the base numbering excludes poly-T bases when present. The largest variance
principle component eigenvectors of these point clouds form the junction arm vectors, onto
which the locations of the O5’ atoms of bases A1, B59, C1, and D32 are projected. These points
are in turn projected onto the 𝑥𝑧 plane of a coordinate system where the 𝑦-axis runs along the
construct’s duplexes and the 𝑥-axis passes through all duplexes. These projected points are
calculated for every frame in the dynamics trajectory and their mean values are used to define
two deformation values. X and Z deformations are calculated as the sums of the absolute
deviations for the arm mean positions from their ground-state tweezer model (solved by CanDo)
counterparts, along the 𝑥 and 𝑧 axes respectively. The values of these deformations are
provided in Table B9.
Table B9: Planarity values for all systems.

System

X Deformation [nm]

Z Deformation [nm]

3T3

3.4

4.0

0T0

1.5

3.7

1T0

0.3

2.8

1T3-TF

5.3

2.9

1T3-Tails

2.0

3.0

1T3-Redesign-Iso1-TF

6.8

2.3

1T3-Redesign-Iso1-Tails

2.0

2.2

1T3-Redesign-Iso2-Tails

5.8

2.8
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B.5 BULK MEASUREMENT OF TWEEZER-SCAFFOLDED G6PDH ACTIVITY

Figure B25. Raw activity data of opened- and closed-state tweezers with the G6pDH/NAD+ pair.
Assay conditions: 100 nM G6pDH-NAD+ assembly, 1 mM G6p/PMS, 500 µM resazurin in 1 ×
TBS buffer (pH 7.5). A corresponding native gel characterization of the tweezers is shown in
Figure B4. The relative fold enhancement is summarized in Table B10.
Table B10. Bulk measurements of enzyme activity of opened- and closed-state tweezers with the
+

G6pDH/NAD pair. The relative fold enhancement in activity from opened- to closed-state was calculated
by taking the ratio of the activity in closed tweezer (Activity―Closed) to open tweezer (Activity―Open).
*1T4bp tweezer demonstrates the highest fold enhancement.

Tweezers Activity―Open

Activity―Closed

Fold Enhancement ±SD (n=3)

3T3bp

0.060

0.300

5.0 ± 1.0

1T3bp

0.048

0.257

5.4 ± 0.2

1T4bp

0.031

0.277

8.8 ± 0.3*

1T5bp

0.036

0.270

7.5 ± 0.2
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Figure B26. Bulk measurements of enzyme activity of three design-specific tweezers. Raw data (a) and
normalized activity (b) of open and closed 3T3bp/ 1T4bp/ 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I tweezers with the G6pDH/
+

NAD pairs. Activity is normalized with respect to original 3T3bp open tweezers. The disturbance in the
fluorescent signal in (a) during the first 500 s may be due to instability of the SoftMax plate reader after
inserting the sample plate. This region was excluded for calculating the initial velocity. Assay conditions:
+

100 nM G6pDH-NAD assembly, 1 mM G6p/PMS, 500 µM resazurin in 1 × TBS buffer (pH 7.5). The
corresponding native gel characterization of the tweezers is shown in Figure B5.
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B.6 Single molecule measurement of tweezer-scaffolded G6pDH activity

Table B11. Reagents used for the single molecule enzyme assay of enzyme/cofactor coupled tweezers.
*The concentration of resazurin was optimized to maintain a tolerable background for a reliable TIRFM
measurement of enzyme turnover.

Solution

Concentration

10× TBS, pH 7.5

1×

Resazurin

50 nM*

Glucose-6-phosphate (G6p)

1 mM

Phenazine Methosulfate (PMS)

12.5 µM

Mg

2+

(MgCl2)

1 mM

PEG 8000

10% (w/v)
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Figure B27. Experimental workflow of the single molecule enzyme assay. Fluorescent beads (indicated
by arrows) were used as fiduciary markers to correct for microscope slide/stage drift during the course of
experiment. Enzyme activity of the G6pDH scaffolded tweezers (circles) were recorded in the same field
of view after photobleaching the fluorophores. The enzyme activity movie (Movie 2) was registered with
the initial movie (Movie 1) and the fluorescence-time traces were analyzed for inter-spike intervals (ISIs)
at each tweezer location (bottom panel) after background correction (dotted line ≈ mean
intensity+8×standard deviation, SD) using spike train analysis.
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Figure B28. Monitoring individual enzyme behavior at different concentrations of resazurin. (a) Fraction of
molecules showing fluorescent spikes over the concentration range of 0.5-100 nM resazurin. As
expected, a higher number of enzymes crosses our empirical intensity threshold so that the fraction of
active enzymes increases with increasing concentration of resazurin (see Experimental). A decrease in
ISI may also be expected at increasing concentrations of resorufin, however, the comparison of ISIs was
not statistically reliable in this experiment as only few molecules were found to be active at low resazurin
concentrations. (b) Spike intensity for the concentration range studied. The average intensity remains
constant (within error) over the concentration range studied, suggesting that each spike represents a
single catalytic turnover. The concentration of resazurin (50 nM) used for imaging single enzyme activities
in this study is highlighted by an asterisk (*).
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Figure B29. Spike train analysis. (a) Representative fluorescence-time traces of three tweezer designs:
3T3bp, 1T4bp, and 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I. The intensity-time traces (black) of tweezer-scaffolded
+

G6pDH/NAD before and after background correction and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) idealization to a
two-state model (red) are shown. The fluorescence intensity of enzyme reaction on the microscope slide
was recorded for ~5 min at 35 ms time resolution. (b) Comparison of average spikes per molecule, where
‘n’ depicts the number of molecules analyzed (molecules with spikes above background, Figure B27).
The tweezer with redesigned HJs showed the highest spiking rate. All experiments were carried out at
room temperature in 1× TBS buffer, pH 7.5 (Table B11).
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Figure B30. Analysis of the long ISI (τ2). According to our analysis, τ2 reflects a less active conformational
sub-state of the enzyme G6pDH. τ2 values were obtained from the double-exponential fitting of the ISI
data in Figure 3.4e. While the average ISI values (gray, left axis) are only slightly shorter in the presence
of substrate, the fraction of molecules showing spikes above background (black, right axis) is significantly
higher in the presence of substrate compared to the negative control ((-)G6p) experiment.
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